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Glugla, Andrew (M.S., Applied Mathematics)
Improving Robustness of Smoothed Aggregation Multigrid for Problems with Anisotropies
Thesis directed by Dr. Marian Brezina
The application of multilevel methods to solving large algebraic systems obtained by dis-
cretization of PDEs has seen great success. However, these methods often perform sub-optimally
when treating problems with anisotropies. For problems posed over unstructured meshes, opti-
mal automatic multigrid coarsening is not a fully solved problem for the smoothed aggregation
multigrid.
The focus of this thesis is on enhancing robustness of the coarsening in the Smoothed Ag-
gregation (SA) multigrid. We focus on improving the standard detection of coupling, on which the
coarsening decisions in SA are based. Our approach takes the form of a two-pass test which allows
for a more robust local control over the coupling detection, as well as added flexibility permitting
utilization of new coupling detection measures in a more systematic way.
For isotropic problems, smoothed aggregation coarsening is known to offer very favorable op-
erator complexity, but achieving similar behavior in the presence of anisotropy is more challenging.
Special attention is paid to addressing the issue of controlling the complexity of the method.
We discuss several existing approaches to curbing coarse-level operator fill-in, and offer gen-
eralizations and improvements.
Numerical experiments are provided to demonstrate the performance of the improved coars-
ening on model examples of anisotropic problems featuring both cases where anisotropies are aligned
with the grid, as well as cases where they are not.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Prologue
Before to the advent of computers, the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) was
limited to analytical techniques such as separation of variables, the method of characteristics, or
a change of variables. While deft at finding the solutions to simple or particular classes of PDEs,
these methods do not typically account for PDEs with unstructured geometry or non-constant
coefficients(diffusion, etc.). However, the recent surge in the use of computers in mathematics has
enabled the combination of tedious direct or iterative techniques with raw computational power to
help in this endeavor.
Many of these solution techniques are based around a three stage approach to solving initial
continuous problem formulation. The first step involves describing the PDE’s domain in terms
of a discrete version which can be operated on computationally. This is commonly referred to
as a discretization of the domain and usually relies on a patchwork of smaller convex polygons
to represent the domain. The second stage then proceeds by investigating the PDE across the
derived triangulation. Although a variety of methods exist to accomplish this task, two of the
more commonly used and popular methods are the finite difference and finite element methods.
Although it will not be used in this thesis, the finite difference method approximates the derivatives
in the PDE across the triangulation, usually based on a Taylor series expansion of the terms. In
contrast, the finite element method approximates the solution to the PDE across the triangulation
in terms of a piecewise representation constructed with specified basis functions. The initial PDE
2is then restated in a weak form which allows a system of equations to be formed from the basis
functions in each part of the triangulation. The final step is the solution of the (typically large)
system of equations via computer. This results in an approximation of the solution to the original
PDE across the triangulated domain.
In regard to PDE problems of this type, the focus of numerical analysis is concerned with
the solution of these systems of equations in the discretized system. For small systems, direct
methods, such as Gaussian elimination, Cholesky decomposition, or QR factorization, will produce
the solution in a finite number of steps. However these methods are usually very computationally
costly and grow out of proportion(i.e. nonlinearly) with the size of the system of equations to give
a bound on the required number of operations. To ameliorate this cost, a class of solution methods
based around iteration were developed. This type of solver, rather than arriving at the solution
in a finite number of steps, relies on successive approximations that approach the solution in the
limit. Examples of such methods include Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel relaxation, and Successive Over-
Relaxation. Although these iterative methods are less costly than the direct counterparts, they are
in many cases (for instance if the system is ill-conditioned) slow to converge to the solution of the
system. The desire to improve the convergence of these iterative relaxation schemes gave rise to
so-called multilevel methods which combine relaxation and successive representation of the error in
the approximation of the problem with fewer variables (coarsening). Interleaving these steps allows
multilevel methods the potential to solve systems of n equations with an optimal, O(n), amount of
work, even if the initial system of equations is large, sparse, unstructured or ill-conditioned.
This thesis is, in particular, concerned with the treatment of such problems featuring anisotropy
by a special sub-class of multilevel iterative methods.
Anisotropic behavior, commonly defined by a directional dependence, is commonly encoun-
tered in practical simulations. Possible examples of this include heat flow in composite materials
or thin-body elasticity. When formulated, the origin of anisotropy can either be in the differential
equations being solved, or it may appear as a result of the process of discretization. The end
result of either case leads to a system of linear equations which does not indicate the origin of the
3anisotropic parameter. Thus, we refer to such systems as containing numerical anisotropy. Unfortu-
nately, the performance of standard multilevel solvers is, in many cases, negatively impacted when
applied systems exhibiting numerical anisotropy. Therefore, multilevel solvers must be carefully
designed to take anisotropic phenomena into account.
Algebraic multigrid solvers (AMG) are very attractive in this context, because they auto-
mate the coarsening process and, if properly designed, can correctly identify the direction of the
anisotropy based only on the matrix of the system of equations. In this thesis, we attempt to
address robustness and cost associated with a specific coarsening scheme (semi-coarsening) for a
subclass of multilevel methods, Smoothed Aggregation (SA) multigrid.
In the remainder of the Introduction, we introduce the model problem that will be used
throughout the thesis, and very briefly review the finite element method, which will be used to
discretize all test problems considered. Theory briefly discussed in the finite element section will
also guarantee that the problems solved are well posed and possess a unique solution.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is devoted to a review of multi-
grid methods and some of their properties. Here the multigrid principles are discussed, and both
geometrical and algebraic multigrid (AMG) methods are introduced, to outline the advantages in
terms of generality and flexibility offered by AMG over the more traditional geometric multigrid.
We then briefly discuss the classical AMG as the first method in the class of AMG methods, so as
to provide context for further discussion focusing on the smoothed aggregation method, a different
member of the AMG family of solvers. Finally, SA will be introduced and properties of the method
will be examined.
Chapter 3 outlines the challenges that are posed by the presence of anisotropic phenomena,
and proposes several approaches to improving the robustness and cost of the smoothed aggregation
method applied to anisotropic problems. Here we consider some of the standard criteria used in SA
coarsening, and offer more robust alternative that addresses problems featuring separate regions
with both isotropic and anisotropic behavior, as such configurations commonly appear in engineer-
ing applications. Further, using a model 2D example, we examine the effects of semi-coarsening on
4the coarse-level operator stencil growth in SA, and propose several approaches to alleviating the
problem that generalize some of the strategies existing in the literature to be applicable for the
systems of PDEs and problems with more than one critical near-kernel component.
Chapter 4 presents numerical experiments demonstrating efficacy of the proposed coarsening
modifications on several examples of anisotropic problems, including the especially difficult case of
anisotropies not aligned with the problem triangulation. We conclude the thesis with final remarks
presented in Conclusions.
1.2 Target Problem and Notation
In this section, we present the problem of our focus and introduce much of the notation used
in the rest of this thesis.
We consider solving systems of algebraic equations,
Ax = f (1.1)
with a large, sparse symmetric and positive definite matrix, A. Our primary target will be the
solution of algebraic systems obtained by discretization of partial differential equations (PDE) using
the finite element method [19, 22].
Although we will later consider more complex problems, including systems of PDEs, our
model problem for the next sections, unless otherwise noted, will be the Poisson problem posed
over a computational domain Ω ⊂ <d, d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, with boundary Γ = ∂Ω,
−∇ ·D∇u = f in Ω (1.2)
u = g on ΓD (1.3)
n · (D∇u) = h on ΓN , (1.4)
where ΓD denotes the part of the boundary with Dirichlet boundary values specified, while ΓN
denotes the Neumann boundary. We assume Γ = ΓD ∪ ΓN , ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅, and meas(ΓD) > 0.
We assume that Ω is an open bounded set in <d. Further, we assume that the matrix of diffusion
5coefficients, D, is symmetric, D = DT , positive definite, and bounded, i.e.,
βˆ(x,x)l2 ≥ (Dx,x)l2 ≥ αˆ(x,x)l2 ∀x ∈ <d. (1.5)
Here we note that the problem will be discretized over a possibly unstructured mesh using the finite
element method.
We present here a short review of the mathematical notation that will be used throughout
the rest of the thesis. Vectors will be defined by bold faced fonts, v. Matrices will be defined via
capital letters, e.g. A, and individual matrix elements will be given by a subscript, Aij , or by using
the lowercase letter representing the matrix, aij . The inner product with respect to a particular
space is given by (·, ·)V or 〈·, ·〉V and norms are given by ‖ · ‖V .
1.3 Overview of the Finite Element Method
For a PDE, such as (1.2), posed over a general domain, the analytic solution is generally
unknown or difficult to find. Because of this difficulty, discretization methods are sought which
allow for the numerical solution of the given PDE; in our case, the model problem, (1.2). Probably
the most popular of these discretization methods is the the Finite Element Method (FEM) due to
capability to handle unstructured grids. Here we briefly recall the principles of FEM as they apply
to our model problem.
The goal of the FEM is to provide a discrete approximation to the solution of a given con-
tinuous problem which, when solved, is both accurate and numerically stable.
This is achieved by first expressing the given problem, (1.2), also referred to as the strong
form, in what is known as the weak form in an appropriate infinitely dimensional space, V .
The problem domain is then discretized or triangulated via a non-intersecting cover of geometric
shapes referred to as elements. This allows us to transfer the weak formulation of the problem to a
discrete space for a computational solution. In order to complete the reformulation in the discrete
space, a basis, typically composed of piecewise polynomial functions, must be chosen which is
then mapped over the triangulation of the domain. Finally, the set of basis functions and nodes is
6collected into a system of linear equations, the solution of which provides an approximation to the
solution of the original problem. Each of these steps is outlined in further detail in the rest of this
chapter.
We will find the following standard definitions useful: We denote by L2(Ω) the space of all
square-integrable functions over Ω,
L2 (Ω) =
{
v :
∫
Ω
v2 dx <∞
}
(1.6)
with the associated inner product,
(u, v) =
∫
Ω
uv dx (1.7)
and norm
‖u‖0,Ω =
(∫
Ω
u2 dx
)1/2
(1.8)
In order to reformulate our model problem in its weak form, we will use the Sobolev space,
H1(Ω). This Hilbert space is defined as the set of functions for which both the function, v, and its
gradient belong to the set of square integrable functions, L2. That is,
H1(Ω) = {v : v and ∇v belong to L2 (Ω)} (1.9)
Furthermore, we define the scalar product on the Sobolev space as
(v, w)1,Ω =
∫
Ω
∇v · ∇w dx (1.10)
and the corresponding H1-seminorm
|v|1,Ω = (v, v)1/21,Ω. (1.11)
The norm associated with the space H1(Ω) is then defined as
‖v‖1,Ω =
(∫
Ω
[
v2 + |∇v|2
]
dx
)1/2
=
(
‖v‖20,Ω + |v|21,Ω
)1/2
(1.12)
In order to account for possible Dirichlet boundary condition specification in the model
problem, we also define the Sobolev space, H10,ΓD(Ω) as
H10,ΓD(Ω) =
{
v ∈ H1(Ω) : v = 0 on ΓD
}
, (1.13)
7that is the functions in H1(Ω) with a zero trace on ΓD.
Now we can multiply both sides of the equation (1.2) by a function v ∈ H10 (Ω) and apply the
Green’s theorem to obtain a weak formulation of the model problem:
∫
Ω
fv dx = −
∫
Ω
(∇ ·D∇u) v dx (1.14)
=
∫
Ω
D∇u · ∇v dx−
∫
ΓD
D
∂u
∂n
v ds−
∫
ΓN
D
∂u
∂n
v ds (1.15)
=
∫
Ω
D∇u · ∇v dx−
∫
ΓN
n · (D∇u) v ds. (1.16)
Hence, the weak formulation of the model problem is to find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that∫
Ω
D∇u · ∇v dx =
∫
Ω
fv dx+
∫
ΓN
hv ds. (1.17)
For the sake of brevity, the weak form may be expressed equivalently as follows: We seek
u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
a(u, v) = (f, v) ∀v ∈ H10 (Ω), (1.18)
where
a(u, v) =
∫
Ω
D∇u · ∇v dx (1.19)
(f, v) =
∫
Ω
fv dx+
∫
ΓN
hv ds (1.20)
Given sufficient smoothness, the weak form (1.18) can be shown to be equivalent to the strong
form (1.2). Accumulating everything on the left hand side of (1.17), and integrating the D∇u · ∇v
term by parts yields:
∫
Ω
D∇u · ∇v dx−
∫
Ω
fv dx+
∫
ΓN
hv ds = 0 (1.21)
|vD∇u|∂Ω −
∫
Ω
[∇ · (D∇u)− f ] v dx−
∫
ΓN
n · (D∇u) v ds = 0. (1.22)
The first and last terms after integration by parts can be shown to be the boundary conditions of
the strong form PDE. This leaves the remaining term,
−
∫
Ω
[∇ · (D∇u)− f ] v dx = 0. (1.23)
8The above is only true if
− [∇ · (D∇u)− f ] dx = 0, (1.24)
on the domain Ω. The proof is as follows. Consider a subregion of Ω, Ωs. On this subregion, there
exists a trial function, vΩs(x) > 0 for x ∈ Ωs and vΩ−Ωs(x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω−Ωs, which is the part of
the domain outside of the subregion. If the term, − [∇ · (D∇u)− f ] > 0 in Ωs then the product of
the basis function and the term would be positive. A similar argument can be made for negative
values. Since the integral is equal to zero, (1.24), must be true. This results in a restatement of
the original strong formulation of the problem.
Furthermore, the solution of (1.18) is unique as can be proven by the next theorem.
Theorem 1.1. (Lax-Milgram Theorem)[6] Let V be a Hilbert Space with an inner product
(·, ·)V and the associated norm ‖ · ‖V , a continuous linear functional, F ∈ V ′, and a bilinear form
a (·, ·) that satisfies:
• a(·, ·) is coercive,
∃α > 0 : a(v, v) ≥ α‖v‖2V ∀v ∈ V (1.25)
• a(·, ·) is bounded,
∃γ ∈ < : |a (v, w)| ≤ γ‖v‖V ‖w‖V ∀v, w ∈ V. (1.26)
Then, there is a unique function u ∈ V such that a (u, v) = F (v) = (f, v) ∀v ∈ V .
In order to prove that (1.18) has a unique solution, we now verify the assumptions of Lax-
Milgram theorem. The appropriate space is H10,ΓD(Ω), with the norm ‖ · ‖V = ‖ · ‖H10,ΓD (Ω). To
verify coercivity, we observe that, according to (1.19) and (1.5), we have
a(u, u) = (D∇u,∇u)L2(Ω)
≈ hd(Dy,y)l2
≥ hdαˆ(y,y)l2
≈ αˆ(∇u,∇u)L2(Ω)
= αˆ|u|2H1(Ω)
(1.27)
9Here we set y = ∇u. We also observe that, according to Poincare´ inequality, we have for u ∈
H10,ΓD(Ω) with meas(ΓD) > 0
‖u‖2L2(Ω) ≤ Cp(∇u,∇u)L2(Ω) = Cp|u|2H1(Ω). (1.28)
Utilizing the Poincare´ inequality (1.28), we can derive the coercivity coefficient by rewriting (1.27)
as:
a(u, u) ≥ αˆ|u|2H1(Ω)
= αˆ (|u|2H1(Ω) + (1− )|u|2H1(Ω))
≥ αˆ(|u|2H1(Ω) + (1− ) 1Cp ‖u‖2L2(Ω))
(1.29)
We then find  such that the weights on both the H1(Ω) semi-norm and the L2(Ω) norm are equal.
This is accomplished by setting  = 11+Cp . Thus from (1.29), we obtain:
a(u, u) ≥ αˆ
1 + Cp
‖u‖2H1(Ω)
and the coercivity estimate (1.25) follows with α = αˆ1+Cp .
In order to verify boundedness, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the bilinear form
a(·, ·), together with (1.5) and the equivalence (1.28):
a(u, v) ≤ a(u, u)1/2a(v, v)1/2
= (D∇u,∇u)1/2L2(Ω)(D∇v,∇v)
1/2
L2(Ω)
≈ hd(Dy,y)1/2l2 (Dz, z)
1/2
l2
≤ βˆhd‖y‖l2‖z‖l2
≈ βˆ‖∇u‖L2(Ω)‖∇v‖L2(Ω)
≤ βˆ‖u‖H1(Ω)‖v‖H1(Ω)
= βˆ‖u‖V ‖v‖V .
(1.30)
Thus, the boundedness estimate, (1.30) holds with a constant γ = Cβˆ, where C depends on the
equivalence of Euclidean norm and the continuous L2 norm. We have thus verified the assumptions
of Lax-Milgram theorem, and thereby proved that the weak problem does have a unique solution.
In order to solve (1.18) in practice the FEM discretizes the problem by restricting it over a
finite dimensional subspace, V h ⊂ V , so the variational problem practically solved becomes:
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Find uh ∈ V h satisfying
a(uh, v) =
∫
Ω
D∇uh · ∇v dx =
∫
Ω
fv dx+
∫
ΓN
hv ds ∀v ∈ V h. (1.31)
The construction of the appropriate discrete space, V h, is achieved by performing a trian-
gulation, of the computational domain, Ω¯, into a collection of simple non-overlapping geometric
objects, Th = {Ti}, with the following properties [14]:
• T ∈ Th is closed and its interior,
◦
T nonempty
• The boundary of each T ∈ Th is Lipschitz-continuous.
• ⋃Ti∈Th Ti = Ω¯
• ◦T i ∩
◦
T j = ∅, i 6= j.
The members of Th are commonly referred to as the elements. The most commonly used
geometries used in triangulating 2D domains are triangles and quadrilaterals, while in 3D, hexahe-
dra, tetrahedra, pyramid and prism geometries are most commonly used. The geometry alone does
not, however, fully define a finite element. In order to complete the definition of space V h, the
geometry must be endowed with a finite-dimensional basis associated with the elements. To this
end, piecewise polynomials are typically defined over individual elements, and controlling degrees
of freedom are specified ([14, 19]).
In many cases, the degrees of freedom for which a finite element is defined are those located
at the vertices of the elements in the triangulation of the domain. However, depending on the
particular application and/or desired accuracy, it is sometimes desirable to define additional degrees
of freedom on each element. Examples of this include adding points on the edges connecting vertices
of the triangulation, or points located at the interior of the element (e.g., the center of mass of the
element). By appropriate choice of the controlling degrees of freedom, continuity of the functions,
vhi, across elements can be ensured. Additionally one can enforce higher order continuity between
adjacent elements by defining additional degrees of freedom corresponding to the evaluation of the
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derivatives and/or normal derivatives at points in the triangulation. In this thesis, we restrict
ourselves to finite elements possessing C0 continuity, with the degrees of freedom defined by nodal
values, hence the case of Lagrange bases.
A few commonly used 1D and 2D element geometries are shown in Figure 1.1. The degrees
of freedom for each element are depicted as solid and empty circles. Solid circles correspond to
evaluations of the basis functions at that node. Similarly a single empty circle corresponds to the
first derivative and each further concentric circle denotes an additional derivative at that node.
Thus, the number of degrees of freedom for each of the elements shown in Figure 1.1 are: (a) 2,
(b) 3, (c) 4, (d) 3, (e) 6, (f) 18, (g) 4, and (h) 9 degrees of freedom.
The degrees of freedom must be selected so that they uniquely define the space, V h, and its
basis of piecewise polynomials with compact support. The order of these piecewise polynomials is
directly dependent upon the number of degrees of freedom defined on each geometric element. The
more degrees of freedom there are on each element, the higher the required order of the polynomial
over that element. For instance, consider a 1-D triangulation in which degrees of freedom are
function values located at the end points of each element (as in Figure 1.1(a)). In this case, there
are 2 degrees of freedom, and the required order of the polynomial basis over this element must be
greater than or equal to 1. Piecewise linear functions provide a unique basis allowing representation
of the function values at the end nodes, and the resulting basis consists of the well-known chapeau
functions [19].
Continuity between elements must also be proved by investigating the behavior of the basis
across connected elements. The order of continuity is derived from the continuity found between
basis functions of adjoining elements, i.e. if a basis function is continuous at the nodes and faces
between adjoining elements, the finite element will be C0 continuous. Furthermore, if the first
derivatives of these basis functions at the same locations are continuous, the finite element will be
C1 continuous and so on with higher derivatives. With a standard definition of basis function over
example (a), there is C0 continuity between elements. If we then consider the same triangulation
but instead impose conditions on the values of the first derivatives at the endpoints of each interval,
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d) (e)
(f)
(g) (h)
Figure 1.1: Commonly used 1D and 2D elements
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there will be 4 degrees of freedom per element (as in Figure 1.1(c)). As a result, the required order
of the basis is 3 and with a standard basis definition, the continuity between elements can be shown
to be C1.
For the model problem, (1.2), we use a simple choice for the basis space, V h. That is, any
v ∈ V h can be expressed in the span of continuous piecewise linear functions on each element. The
basis functions are then defined according to vertices or nodes of each element in the triangulation.
That is, for each vertex xi = [xi, yi] in the grid, the simple basis function, φj , is defined as a linear
over the element such that
φj (xi) =

1 i = j
0 i 6= j
(1.32)
A graphic of this (in 2D) is shown in Figure 1.2 with the blue lines corresponding to the basis
Figure 1.2: Simple nodal basis function
function and the black lines to the triangulation of the domain. Defined in this manner, the
support of each basis function is limited to the set of elements that share the same vertex.
Therefore, any v ∈ V h, can be expressed as a linear combination of basis functions, i.e.,
v (x) =
N∑
i=1
ηiφi (x). (1.33)
Here N is the total number of nodes in the triangulation and ηi are weights. In particular, we
search for the solution, uh, at each node in the form of (1.33). We may then use this expansion of
the solution in the weak bilinear form, (1.31), to form an equivalent system of equations,
a(uh, v) = a(
N∑
j=1
ηjφj (x), v) ∀v ∈ V h. (1.34)
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We may then use, in turn, all basis functions, φi ∈ V h, in place of v and integrate to get:
a(uh, v) =
N∑
j=1
ηja(φj , φi)
= (f, φi) ∀i = 1, · · · , N.
(1.35)
This may be expressed as a matrix in the form,
Aη = b, (1.36)
where A is a square matrix with elements Aij = a(φj , φi) and b is the right hand side with elements
bi = (f, φi), and η the solution vector with entries ηi.
Several nice properties of this matrix formulation are evident, foremost of which are that A
is symmetric, positive definite, and sparse [19]. Symmetry is shown by examining the entries of the
matrix, Aij .
Aij = a(φj , φi)
=
∫
D∇φj · ∇φi
= 〈D∇φj ,∇φi〉
= 〈∇φj , DT∇φi〉
= 〈∇φj , D∇φi〉
=
∫
D∇φi · ∇φj
= a(φi, φj) = Aji,
(1.37)
since the coefficient matrix, D, is symmetric. Positive definiteness follows from its definition, by
showing (Ax,x) > 0 ∀x 6= 0. This easily follows by combining the definition of Aij with coercivity
of the bilinear form a(·, ·):
(Ax,x) =
∑
i
(
∑
j
Aijxj)xi
=
∑
i
∑
j
a(φj , φi)xjxi
= a(
∑
j
φjxj ,
∑
i
φixi)
> α‖
∑
i
φixi‖2 > 0,
(1.38)
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where the term vanishes only when x = 0 because {φi}Ni=1 is a basis of the space V h. We see
that the estimate depends critically on of the coercivity bound determined previously, namely that
a(z, z) > α ‖z‖.
Finally, sparsity of the stiffness matrix is obtained by examining the basis functions and noting
that each basis function is associated with a single node, and a basis function can be nonzero only
over elements sharing its associated node, and zero at all other nodes of the discretization. Thus,
in the construction of the stiffness matrix,
Aij =
∫
D∇φj · ∇φi,
Aij 6= 0 only if indices i and j correspond to nodes of the same element. For typical mesh topologies,
this will result in a small number of nonzero entries per row in the matrix A even in the context of
unstructured meshes.
One of the chief advantages of the finite element method over the more traditional finite
difference discretization is that it lends itself better to solving problems featuring irregular geome-
tries and unstructured meshes. Additionally, error bounds are generally easier to to obtain and the
approach provides for an optimality result in the following sense: Since the bilinear form associated
with our model problem is shown to be not only coercive, but also symmetric, it defines an inner
product (u, v)a ≡ a(u, v), and an associated norm ‖u‖a ≡
√
a(u, u). With these definitions, the
following result holds:
Lemma 1.1 (Optimality of Solution). Let bilinear form, a(·, ·) satisfy the assumptions of Theo-
rem 1.1. Additionally, let a(·, ·) be symmetric, and let u ∈ V be the solution of (1.18) and uh ∈ V h
that of (1.31) where V h ⊂ V . Then
‖u− uh‖a ≤ ‖u− v‖a ∀v ∈ V h, (1.39)
and
‖u− uh‖V ≤
√
γ
α
‖u− v‖V ∀v ∈ V h, (1.40)
where the constant term is the ratio of the continuity and coercivity constants from Theorem 1.1.
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Proof. The exact solution, u of problem (1.18) satisfies
a(u, v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ V, (1.41)
and the finite element solution, uh satisfies
a(uh, w) = (f, w), ∀w ∈ V h. (1.42)
Since V h ⊂ V , (1.41) must hold, in particular, for all w ∈ V h. Thus, subtracting (1.42) from (1.41),
we see that the error between the true solution and its finite element approximation satisfy
a(u− uh, w) = 0 ∀w ∈ V h. (1.43)
Defining w = uh − v for v ∈ V h, then for w ∈ V h, v = uh − w we can estimate the error in
the a-norm using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as
‖u− uh‖2a ≤ a(u− uh, u− uh) (1.44)
= a(u− uh, u− uh) + a(u− uh, w) = a(u− uh, u− uh + w) (1.45)
= a(u− uh, u− v) ≤ ‖u− uh‖a‖u− v‖a. (1.46)
Thus,
‖u− uh‖a ≤ ‖u− v‖a ∀v ∈ V h.
Inequality (1.40) follows from (1.39) by using coercivity and boundedness estimates (1.25), (1.26).
Remark 1.1. Lemma 1.1 can be interpreted as asserting that the finite element solution is optimal
over the whole space V h. The solution is an a–orthogonal projection, and another solution with
error lower in energy norm than that of uh cannot be found in V h.
Similarly, with respect to the native norm on space V h, ‖ · ‖V h, the solution is optimal up to
a constant term depending on the continuity and coercivity bounds.
Lemma 1.1 treats a special case of a PDE problem with symmetric bilinear form, appropriate
for the model problem considered here. When symmetry is lacking, a more general result can still
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be provided in terms of ‖ · ‖V , albeit with worse constant than in Lemma 1.1. This result is known
as Ce´a’s Lemma and, together with Lemma 1.1, serves as one of the cornerstones for analyzing
error in the finite element approximation:
Theorem 1.2. (Ce´a’s Lemma, [19]) Let bilinear form, a(·, ·) satisfy the assumptions of The-
orem 1.1, and let u ∈ V be the solution of (1.18) and uh ∈ V h that of (1.31) where V h ⊂ V .
Then
‖u− uh‖V ≤ γ
α
‖u− v‖V ∀v ∈ V h, (1.47)
where the constant term is the ratio of the continuity and coercivity constants from Theorem 1.1.
Ce´a’s lemma has many other uses in deriving error estimates for finite element approximation.
Many of such estimates may be obtained by selecting a particular function, v, in the right-hand
side of (1.47). The most commonly used choice is an interpolation function of u in V h, which allows
to take advantage of existing results of the approximation theory.
This short review of the finite element method will be useful in the later sections of this
thesis which address numerical anisotropy in a multigrid structure. Typical instances of numerical
anisotropy arise from grid stretching or varying diffusion coefficients in the problem formulation.
In general, such anisotropy gives rise to a deterioration of coercivity in the problem. Due to this
deterioration, error estimates that rely on coercivity can be much poorer than those obtained for
non-anisotropic problems. More importantly from our standpoint, the presence of anisotropies
leads to poor performance of standard iterative solvers. The goal of this thesis is the amelioration
of the associated difficulties through better design of multilevel iterative solvers. To this end, we
next present a brief review of multigrid methods.
Chapter 2
Multigrid Methods
Traditionally, solving algebraic system (1.1) would be achieved by using a direct solver based
on a variant of Gaussian elimination (e.g., LU decomposition, or, given the fact that A is SPD,
the Cholesky decomposition). Although such methods can be easily applied to small systems of
equations, it swiftly becomes prohibitive to use them for larger systems. This difficulty is easily
visualized by identifying the number of operations required for each algorithm. Using an LU based
Gaussian elimination scheme on a dense matrix, A, of size n×n, the number of required operations
is approximately of order O(n33 ) ([2]) to carry out the factorization. If A is SPD, the Cholesky
factorization can be used instead, and requires approximately order O(n36 ) operations (cf., [2]).
Additionally, both methods require on the order of O(n2) of storage.
For typical applications of our interest, the matrices are sparse. However, the factorization
process cannot take full advantage of the sparsity because fill-in occurs during the factorization,
where zero entries in the matrix to be factored may become nonzero in the factors, and, in principle,
the whole “skyline” of the matrix needs to be stored. The order of operations and storage required
then depends on the bandwidth of the input matrix (The maximum value of |i − j| such that
Aij 6= 0). The order of operations required to perform the LU factorization then becomes O(nk2),
where k is the bandwidth of the matrix A. Although this results in a significant reduction of cost,
the bandwidth in case of 3D, and to a lesser extent in 2D, means this type of factorization is still
too costly for practical large-scale computations.
Given these size constraints of direct solvers, a number of simple iterative methods have
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been considered over the years. These are typically based on a matrix splitting of the operator
A. Numerous such schemes have been developed, the most commonly used of which are probably
the Richardson, Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, or Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) iterations. All of these
methods proceed by iteratively improving a given initial guess based on local residual correction.
Here the residual for the current approximation vector, x, is defined as
r = f−Ax (2.1)
The associated error is defined as
e = x∗ − x, (2.2)
where x∗ denotes the exact solution of (1.1). We note the straightforward but useful relationship
between the error and the residual,
r = Ae. (2.3)
With this notation, the relaxation methods discussed above can be written in the form
xi+1 ← xi +Rri, (2.4)
where xi denotes the approximate solution in iteration i, ri = f−Axi denotes the residual in step
i, and R is the matrix approximating the inverse of A. Finally, the error in approximations of
this form can be found by investigating the error propagation operator. This operator may be
derived from equation (2.4) by subtracting both sides from the exact solution. Shown below, this
may be reduced further with the help of the residual-error relationship in equation (2.3). For the
standard relaxation method (2.4), we obtain
x∗ − xi+1 ← x∗ − (xi +Rri) (2.5)
ei+1 ← ei −Rri (2.6)
ei+1 ← ei −RAei (2.7)
ei+1 ← (I −RA) ei. (2.8)
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Here, I −RA, is the error propagation operator,
E = I −RA (2.9)
For some of the more commonly used relaxation schemes, R is defined to be: R = ω
%(A)I
where ω is a damping factor, and %(A) denotes the spectral radius of matrix A (Richardson),
R = ωD−1 (damped Jacobi) where D = Diag (A), R = ωD−1 (weighted Jacobi) with ω as a
weighting factor, and R = L−1 (Gauss-Seidel) where L is the lower triangular part of A.
Assuming exact arithmetic, relaxation methods can be shown to converge to the solution
of (1.1) for certain classes of matrices (cf. [30]). However, given their simple nature, for problems of
interest, the convergence properties of these methods typically deteriorate severely with the problem
size. This deterioration can be observed by examining the spectral radius of the error propagation
operator (2.9). In each of the described methods the spectral radius of this operator is close to
unity, and approaches one as the size of the problem increases as the mesh size, h, decreases. For
typical problems under consideration, %(E) ≈ 1−O(h2). With SOR method, an appropriate choice
of the over-relaxation parameter is possible that leads to an improved estimate, %(E) ≈ 1−O(h),
for certain classes of matrices (cf., [30]). However, this is still poor for problem sizes of common
practical interest.
For example, consider the Gauss-Seidel relaxation method applied to a problem with matrix,
A that is SPD and satisfies the zero row-sum property for all non-boundary nodes (a typical
situation for our model PDE with isotropic coefficients, discretized over a regular grid). Considering
the equations corresponding to interior nodes, the Gauss-Seidel update can be written, for node i,
as follows:
aiix
n
i = fi −
∑
j<i
aijx
n
j −
∑
j>i
aijx
o
j , (2.10)
where xn is the new approximation vector and xo is the approximation vector from the previous
iteration. The exact solution, x∗, naturally satisfies
aiix
∗
i = fi −
∑
j 6=i
aijx
∗
j , (2.11)
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Subtracting (2.10) from (2.11), we see that the error at node i satisfies
eni = −
∑
j<i
aije
n
j
aii
−
∑
j>i
aije
o
j
aii
. (2.12)
Because A is assumed to have a zero row-sum property, we have
−
∑
j 6=i aij
aii
= 1. Thus the error
update (2.12) can be interpreted as weighted averaging of the error values at the nodes neighboring
to i in the sense of matrix connectivity (stencil). For damped Jacobi iteration, the situation is
similar, but the new error depends only on the old error vector, while Gauss-Seidel immediately
used the values previously updated within the same sweep.
Given the sparsity of the matrix, the relaxation process can be performed quickly, but its
effect is clearly very local, and many iterations would be needed to propagate information at non-
trivial distances.
The averaging process rapidly produces locally smooth error, but further iterations exhibit
diminishing return since the error is already locally smooth. This is illustrated in Figures 2.1.
These figures show the effect on the error of applying varying number of Gauss-Seidel iterations
to a model 2D Poisson problem with a full Dirichlet boundary condition and zero right-hand side,
started from a random initial solution. The error after a small number of iterations is locally
smooth. Further iterations improve the smoothness of the error, and we observe by comparing
the results of 5 and 10 iterations shown in figure 2.1. We see that the error after 5 iterations has
become sufficiently globally smooth, and performing additional iterations does little to drive the
error to zero.
Thus, relaxation methods, by themselves, are, generally, terrible solvers. However, for the
classes of problems under consideration, they have a valuable property of smoothing the error.
After a small number of relaxation steps, the resulting approximate solution may remain a poor
approximation to the true solution, but its error is locally much smoother. This smoothness allows
the error to be well-represented using a smaller number of degrees of freedom (e.g., on a coarser
mesh).
If appropriate transfer operators can be constructed that allow the exchange of information
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Figure 2.1: Solution process
between the fine and coarse grids, this can be used to design a significantly more effective solver
than relaxation alone.
Consider a fine-grid with n1 degrees of freedom, and coarse grid consisting of an appropriately
selected subset of n2 of these degrees of freedom where n2 < n1. Further consider a full-rank n1×n2
matrix P , and a n2 × n1 matrix R, we can transfer the fine-level residual, r1 to the coarse level
and, utilizing the relationship (2.3), solve there for the error. Assuming that the fine-level error, e,
is representable on the coarse grid as
e ≈ Pec, (2.13)
and utilizing the error equation, (2.3), we can thus solve for the ec in (2.13) on the coarse level
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using
RAPec = Rr (2.14)
The computed error is then utilized on the fine level to correct the solution:
x← x + Pec (2.15)
Since this correction to the solution is based on ec computed on the coarser level, it is usually
referred to as coarse-grid correction. The coarse-grid correction provides a more global update
to the solution than the simple point-wise relaxation process. It is important to note that coarse-
grid correction by itself is not a convergent process. That is, it is possible to find initial guesses for
which the coarse grid correction does not provide useful fine-level solution update. For instance,
consider the restriction operator, R. Since R has a kernel, a vector based on the residual, r, can be
constructed as such an update. This would satisfy Rr = 0, where the residual would be nonzero,
r = A(x∗ − x) 6= 0. Solving for x results in x = x∗ −A−1r, which is not treated well by coarse
grid correction. It may even introduce further errors of this type. Fortunately, relaxation is able
to address these deficiencies and can be incorporated to work with coarse-grid correction.
Using the relaxation and coarse-grid correction processes in tandem, a rudimentary two-level
solution process may be formed. In essence, we utilize both the relaxation methods and inter-grid
transfers discussed previously to handle the error found on the fine grid and make corrections to the
solution based on corrections obtained from solving grid problems. First, the problem is formulated
on a given grid size and a small number of relaxations is applied to ensure smoothness of the error.
The residual is then calculated and transferred via a restriction operator to a coarser level. The
newly formulated coarse-level problem is then solved for the error, which is subsequently used, via
(2.15) to serve to correct the solution on the fine level. However, this correction may introduce
some oscillatory error back into the solution on the fine grid. Thus, relaxation is once again applied
to reduce this effect. This is summarized in the form of algorithm 1[13]:
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Algorithm 1: A two level multigrid procedure
Input: Fine level grid Ah and right hand side fh
Input: Initial guess vh
Input: Number of times to pre-relax ν1 and post-relax ν2
Output: Corrected solution on the fine level uh
Relax ν1 times on A
huh = fh with initial guess vh;
Compute the fine grid residual rh = fh −Ahuh;
Restrict the residual to the coarse grid (2h), r2h = R2hh r
h;
Solve A2he2h = r2h;
Interpolate the coarse grid error, eh = Ph2he
2h;
Correct the fine grid approximation, vh ← vh + eh;
Relax ν2 times on A
huh = fh;
Algorithm 1 describes what is known as a two-level multigrid process. This type of procedure
may only be applied to problems in which (2.14) is small enough to be solved directly. However, we
observe that the locally smooth error on the fine level appears oscillatory on the coarse level, and
is thus amenable to relaxation there, implying the process can be repeated recursively on that level
and yet coarser levels until the problem size is small enough to be solved directly. This recursion
generates a true multigrid method. Given the smaller size of each consecutive coarse-level problem,
the relaxation there will be cheaper than on the fine level. Also, the convergence of the relaxation
will typically be more rapid for the coarser problem.
2.1 Geometric Multigrid
We have outlined a multigrid method in an abstract setting, without specifying a particular
choice of operators, P,R. The success of the procedure, as described above, relies crucially on the
appropriate choice of these transfer operators.
Before we proceed to presenting algebraic multigrid methods, we will briefly discuss the orig-
inal approach to multigrid known as geometric multigrid. Multigrid methods have been known
for a number of years. The modern multigrid is attributed to Brandt [4], however, its roots can be
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found also in Bakhvalov and Fedorenko [3, 15, 16]. The early geometric multigrid methods [4] have
been closely tied to the discretization of the PDE. These methods operate under the assumption
that the geometry of the problem is known, and have complete control over discretizing the problem
over the mesh on any level. They start on the coarsest mesh, and proceed by refining it to pro-
duce finer levels. This allows for re-discretizing the problem on any given level, and simplifies the
choice of the inter-level transfer operators P and R, as those, too, can be based on the refinement
structure.
The exchange of information between the degrees of freedom on fine and coarse levels is
achieved using so-called prolongation and restriction operators, which, in the context of geo-
metric multigrid, are based on the available fine and coarse-grid mesh information. Since the fine
grid is obtained by refinement of the coarse one, this provides a natural partitioning of the fine-grid
nodes into two complementary groups, referred to as F-points and C-points. Here, the C-points
are defined as those nodes in the fine-grid that also exist in the coarse grid. The set of F -points
is the complement, consisting of the nodes newly added through refinement, making up the rest of
the grid.
The role of prolongation is to transfer information from the coarse to the fine level. The
natural choice is to embed the values at C-points directly from the coarse grid, and to compute the
values at F -points by interpolating from the C-point values. As an example of a commonly used
prolongation operator, we mention here the weighted average, which defines prolongation as a
linear combination of values at the corresponding C points.
The interpolation by weighted average in 1D proceeds as follows: The values at the C-points
of the fine grid are taken directly from the values of the corresponding nodes on the coarse level.
The values at an F -point of the fine grid are defined as an average of the neighboring two C-points.
Denoting the values, i, on the coarse level as u2hi , i = 0, . . . , n, and the fine-level values, 2i, as
uh2i, i = 0, . . . , 2n, the interpolation of u
h from u2h is then defined as:
uh2i = u
2h
i
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uh2i+1 =
1
2
(
u2hi + u
2h
i+1
)
This weighted average may then be extended in a similar manner in two and three dimensions
assuming that the geometry of the problem is known and regular. For a two dimensional problem
over a standard 9 point stencil the weighted average interpolation is defined as [13]:
uh2i,2j = u
2h
ij
uh2i+1,2j =
1
2
(
u2hij + u
2h
i+1,j
)
uh2i,2j+1 =
1
2
(
u2hij + u
2h
i,j+1
)
uh2i+1,2j+1 =
1
4
(
u2hij + u
2h
i+1,j + u
2h
i,j+1 + u
2h
i+1,j+1
)
, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n
2
− 1
The restriction operator used on the fine grid problem then transfers data to the next coarsest
grid level. In practice restriction, in the context of geometric multigrid, is typically handled with
one of two different strategies, injection or full weighting. The simpler of the two methods,
termed injection, involves simple injection of values at C-points of the fine level to the coarse-level.
The advantage of injection is that it is computationally inexpensive, however its relative simplicity
strips information from being transferred to coarser levels. This can result in a less accurate coarse
grid correction phase. This is why a slightly more complex form of restriction is usually adopted.
Termed full weighting, it is similar to interpolation in that it takes an average of neighboring,
fine level points as the value for those on the coarse level. In most cases, full weighting provides
significant advantages over the injection method. Due to the averaging process, it is more accurate,
and up to scaling, is a transpose of the interpolation operator. This choice of P and R also better
reflects the fact that the re-discretized problem on the coarse level is symmetric. If the coarse grid
of the problem is given by RAP and R = c · P T , the geometric multigrid procedure is referred to
as variational multigrid.
The full weighting scheme is expressed in 1D as:
u2hi =
1
4
(
uh2i−1 + 2u
h
2i + u
h
2i+1
)
(2.16)
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And in 2D as:
u2hi =
1
16
(
uh2i−1,2j−1 + uh2i−1,2j+1 + uh2i+1,2j−1 + uh2i+1,2j+1
+ 2(uh2i,2j−1 + uh2i,2j+1 + uh2i−1,2j + uh2i+1,2j)
+ 4uh2i,2j
)
, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n2 − 1
(2.17)
The focus of this thesis is on the more general algebraic multigrid. However, in situations
where it is applicable, geometric multigrid can provide important computational advantages. Typ-
ically these advantages are related to the structure of the domain and its regularity. When working
on a highly structured domain, the matrix representing this domain aside from boundary nodes
may be substituted with a stencil notation. Since stencil notation allows for the representation of
the entire matrix by a single node’s connections, it greatly minimizes the cost associated with stor-
age of the domain matrix. Furthermore matrix operations can be simplified to an explicit formula
to update the values at each node in the system based on the values contained in the stencil. The
regularity of the grid also allows for efficient implementation in a parallel setting (whether it be on
multiple CPUs or with a GPU architecture) as the domain can be split across available processors
and operated on with low inter-CPU communication costs.
However geometric multigrid loses these advantages when faced with irregular domains,
stretched or unstructured meshes, and discontinuous coefficients. In the case of irregular domains
and stretched/unstructured meshes, it is rare to be able to assign a stencil notation and as such,
the entire matrix representing the discretization must be stored and the F and C points must be
determined without the help of guiding geometric principles. This affects both computational com-
plexity and storage requirements as the determination of the coarse grid will also be unstructured.
This is a major disadvantage of geometric multigrid as the categorization of coarse and fine points
is usually premeditated and explicitly coded into the algorithm. As a result of these difficulties a
new type of multigrid algorithm, termed algebraic multigrid, was devised to handle irregular, un-
structured meshes and discontinuous coefficients. A brief review of these methods will be covered
in the next section.
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2.2 Introduction to Algebraic Multigrid
In the early multigrid methods discussed in Section 2.1, the solver is intimately intertwined
with the discretization process. For existing discretization packages, including a third-party ge-
ometric multigrid solver presents a non-trivial task. In practical computations, it is not always
desirable and sometimes indeed not even possible to provide the geometric information to the
solver. This led to the development of so-called algebraic multigrid (AMG) methods. This class
of methods presents a step towards black-box solution methods by assuming no control over the
discretization process, and does not require knowledge of the problem geometry. In contrast to
the geometric multigrid, only the finest-level problem matrix is provided, and the solver must be
capable of producing coarse problems as well as the multigrid transfer operators based only on the
provided finest-level matrix. This is referred to as the coarsening process.
Algebraic Multigrid methods (AMG) extend the traditional geometric multigrid methodology
to problems in which there is no natural way to transfer information between levels in a given
problem. Instead of relying on some basic underlying assumptions of the problem’s domain, AMG
is able to construct the coarsening and interpolation based solely on the connections defined between
degrees of freedom in the problem. The reliance on only the matrix information make the coarsening
more challenging, but when properly designed, results in the prolongation and restriction operators
are tailored to the problem at hand in that they can correctly account for jumps in coefficients
and unstructured meshes where geometric coarsening might result in inappropriate choices of these
operators.
Example 2.1. To illustrate this advantage of algebraic coarsening, consider two 1D finite element
discretizations of the Poisson model problem (1.2) over the domain Ω = (0, 1), with Dirichlet
boundary conditions at endpoints: In the first discretization, the grid is uniformly divided into N
pairs of elements, each of length h = 1/N as shown in Figure 2.2, and the diffusion coefficient is set
to d(x) = 1 over each element. In the second discretization, the domain consists again of N pairs
of elements, but the elements are now of length 2h and 2h(1 − ), respectively, and the diffusion
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coefficient is set over these elements as d(x) = 2 and d(x) = 2(1 − ), respectively, as illustrated
in Figure 2.3.
h h
Figure 2.2: Uniform 1D grid, D = I
2h 2h3
Figure 2.3: Linear interpolation over nonuniform 1D grid, D 6= I
Now, consider that we are constructing a 1D multigrid prolongation from the endpoints of each
of the specified N pairs of elements to the node between each pair. Assuming  ∈ (0, 1), it is easy
to verify that the stiffness matrices obtained by finite element discretization for the two problems
are identical. Thus, an algebraic multilevel method will result in the same coarsening and identical
solution for the two problems, which will both be correct, assuming the uniform coefficient case was
handled correctly by AMG. In contrast, a geometrical coarsening based solely on geometry will result
value at the interior node that is obtained simply as a value of the line connecting the two values
at the endpoints of each pair of elements (see Figure 2.4). The green line in this example is the
correct choice of interpolation in the first problem formulation with diffusion coefficient the identity.
However, it is incorrect for the second formulation, which must use the interpolation represented
by the blue line to be correct. Note that the values in interpolation between the endpoints for both
problems is identical as it should be.
Thus, the purely geometric definition will result in incorrect prolongation for the problem with
non-uniform coefficients, since naive linear interpolation does not reflect the coefficient changes
across element boundaries.
Another point distinguishing AMG methods from geometric multigrid is the determination
of inter-grid transfer operators and the use of various relaxation strategies. In geometric multigrid,
the inter-grid transfer operators are more or less fixed, based on the mesh refinement, and an
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2h 2h3h
Figure 2.4: Correct interpolation over [0,h,2h] in green and correct interpolation over [0,2h,2h] in
blue
appropriate relaxation scheme is chosen to complement the coarse-grid correction (used later in
Chapter 3). In AMG, a simple point-wise relaxation is typically chosen, and the coarsening process
(construction of the associated transfer operators) must be carefully designed using only the problem
matrix to complement the relaxation process. Attempts have been also made recently to determine
relaxation adaptively within the AMG context [21].
Note that in the AMG methodology, the notion of smooth error is also generalized, and a
notion of algebraically smooth error is introduced instead, defined as the error not efficiently
attenuated by the relaxation process. Given the usual form of relaxation (2.4), along with the simple
choices of R commonly used, these are typically the error components with small residual, that is
Ae ≈ 0. That is why such error is also commonly referred to as near-kernel of A. Given the
sought complementarity between the relaxation and coarse-grid correction, this is the type of error
that needs to be approximated by the coarse-grid correction to achieve a good solver. Depending
on the problem solved, the algebraically smooth error need not be smooth in the geometrical sense.
Take for instance an example given by Stu¨ben in [25]. In this example, a problem of the form
−auxx − cuyy + buxy = f(x, y), (2.18)
is given with Dirichlet boundary conditions and discretized over a unit square via finite differences.
The domain is then split into quarters in which each coefficient a, b, c have constant but different
values. In Stu¨ben’s example these values were given as: After relaxation the error can be shown to
be algebraically, but not necessarily geometrically smooth.
A number of algebraic multigrid implementations exist today. Most of these fall into two
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a=1 a = 1
c = 1000 c = 1
b = 0 b = 2
a = 1 a = 1000
c = 1 c = 1
b = 0 b = 0
Table 2.1: Coefficient Values in each Quadrant
categories based on their coarsening principles. We will briefly introduce both of the variants.
2.3 Classical AMG
The oldest of algebraic multigrid methods is what is now termed Classical Algebraic
Multigrid, abbreviated traditionally as AMG, but is denoted in this thesis by cAMG (the term
AMG refers to any algebraic multigrid method in this thesis).
Originally introduced in [5] and further developed in [23, 13], cAMG typically is defined
variationally and is motivated by algebraic measures rather than geometrically defined quanti-
ties. Although in special cases, cAMG and geometric multigrid can produce the same coarse grid,
cAMG only uses the graph of the problem to determine C and F points. The challenge in cAMG is
then to first choose a set of coarse grid C points and fine grid F points from the problem matrix.
Using these sets of points the interpolation operator is then defined based on these F and C points
to accurately transfer algebraically smooth error between the fine and coarse grids. The restric-
tion operator is then chosen as the transpose of the interpolation operator and the coarse grid is
constructed variationally:
Al+1 = (P
`
l+1)
TAlP
`
l+1. (2.19)
While in geometric multigrid, C points can be selected based on geometrical knowledge
regarding the mesh of the system, cAMG instead relies on the notions of mutual strong depen-
dence and strong influence of degrees of freedom within the system, extracted from the graph
of the fine-level matrix, A. There exist many ways of defining the strength of connection between
degrees of freedom; presented here is the most commonly used definition for cAMG [23], under the
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assumption that A is an M -matrix: For two degrees of freedom, i and j, point i strongly depends
on point j if
−aij ≥ θmax
k 6=i
−aik, (2.20)
where θ is an appropriately chosen parameter, 0 < θ ≤ 1.
Using this notion of strong dependence, then the idea of strong influence is defined as its
complement; that is if a point i strongly depends on a point j, then point j strongly influences
point i. Finally a set, Si, is defined for each i that denotes the neighboring points that strongly
influence i,
Si = {j : i is strongly influenced by j} .
Conversely, the set of points that are strongly influenced by point i is denoted by:
STi = {j : i ∈ Sj} .
It is noted here that if the set Si is represented as a matrix, then the set of points that are strongly
influenced by i is the transpose of that matrix, STi . In the set definition above, inversion is shown
by using the transpose. Within this framework, it is natural then to select the coarse grid points as
those which strongly influence the solution in a particular region of the discretization. Furthermore
the set of coarse grid points must be much sparser than the corresponding set of fine grid points
to result in a smaller size on the coarse grid. These ideas lead to the formulation of two heuristics
that cAMG uses in order to produce the coarse grid. These heuristics are defined as follows [13].
(H1) For each F point, i, every point j ∈ Si that strongly influences i either should be in the
coarse interpolatory set Ci or should strongly depend on at least one point in Ci.
(H2) The set of coarse points, C, should be a maximal subset of all points with the property
that no C point strongly depends on another C point.
In the heuristics above, the coarse interpolatory set, Ci is defined as the set of nodes that strongly
influence node i such that any F point can be interpolated from the set. Additionally it satisfies
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the property that
Ci ⊂ C ∩Ni, (2.21)
where Ni = {Aij : (Aij)j 6=i 6= 0}.
When analyzing the heuristics for cAMG, it is evident that they are contradictory. Both
are not always able to be enforced simultaneously due to a variety of reasons (periodic boundary
conditions, etc.). A practical remedy for this is to rigorously enforce one of the heuristics while
using the other as a guide. In cAMG, the first heuristic, (H1), is rigorously enforced and the second
heuristic is less strictly enforced. The application of these two heuristics to a given problem produces
a division of the domain into C and F points which are then used to create the interpolation operator
and eventually the next coarse grid.
A brief outline of a possible F/C selection process is now considered. Given a set of unassigned
points, U , on the fine grid, C points are determined based on their influence and dependence on
adjacent points. That is, for each unassigned point, a value, λi, is found such that
λi = |Si ∩ U |+ 2
∣∣∣STi ∩ F ∣∣∣ , (2.22)
where F represents the set of declared F points and |·| denotes the cardinality of the set. The
unassigned point, i, with the largest λi is then chosen as a C point and all unassigned points in S
T
i
are added to the F point set. If multiple points exist with the same λi, one is chosen based on a
tie-breaking strategy which could include selecting points based on their numbering or the number
of connected nodes. Since λi increases as F grows, it is likely that points adjacent to F points will
be chosen as C points. When all points have been denoted as either C or F points, a second pass
is performed to investigate possible strong connections between F and F points that do not share
a C point. Since this composition violates the first heuristic, (H1), one of the F points is changed
to a C point. Any other remaining F -F pairs are rectified in this manner as well. This allows the
coloring to enforce the first heuristic while only violating the second heuristic at a small number of
locations. After constructing the C and F sets, the interpolation operator is then formed.
The prolongation operator in the classical AMG setting is formed based on the operator as
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it cannot rely on the geometry of the problem alone. Rather it utilizes the coarse and fine points
chosen via the coloring process described previously to formulate the operator. When constructing
the interpolation operator, the guiding principle is that that algebraically smooth error varies slowly
in strongly connected directions [13]. Due to this relationship between strongly connected nodes,
the interpolation operator is formed as a weighted sum from the set of C points that strongly
influence each node, i. This neighborhood of strongly influencing nodes is defined as Ci. Following
[13], the interpolation operator from level l + 1 to l is then defined as:
(P`l+1e)i =

ei if i ∈ C∑
j∈Ci wijej if i ∈ F
 (2.23)
with weights wij formed based on the connection strength between nodes.
The determination of the weights is based on the investigation of smooth error for an indi-
vidual component in the matrix, A. That is,
aiiei ≈ −
∑
j∈Ni
aijej , (2.24)
with Ni defined as before. This set of nonzero points is split into three sets, Ci as defined in (2.21),
Dsi representing the F points that strongly influence point i, and D
w
i , the set of F points that do
not strongly influence point i. Then (2.24) can be expressed in terms of these sets:
aiiei ≈ −
∑
j∈Ci
aijej −
∑
j∈Dsi
aijej −
∑
j∈Dwi
aijej . (2.25)
The terms in the sum over Dwi can be merged into the diagonal coefficient by observing that if
connections were actually strong in Dwi , then the smooth error would vary slowly in these directions
and ei ≈ ej . If instead the connections are weak, then the contribution of such terms will be small
in comparison to strong connections. This results in a restatement of (2.25) as:
(aii +
∑
j∈Dwi
aij)ei ≈ −
∑
j∈Ci
aijej −
∑
m∈Dsi
aimem. (2.26)
Finally the ej terms in D
s
i can be represented as a weighted sum of terms that are strongly connected
from the coarse set, Ci. As in [13], this weighted sum is given as
em ≈
∑
k∈Ci amkek∑
k∈Ci amk
. (2.27)
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Substituting (2.27) into (2.25) and simplifying for a single j leads to the definition of the weights
in (2.23):
wij = −
aij +
∑
m∈Dsi
(
aimamj∑
k∈Ci
amk
)
aii +
∑
n∈Dwi ain
. (2.28)
These weights are computed for each F -point i, and the definition of the interpolation operator is
concluded by specifying wkk = 1 for all C-points k (i.e., coarse values are prolongated to the fin
level with the value from coarse level). Assuming reordering of the unknowns of the system so that
all F -points have indices lower than C-points, the classical AMG interpolation has the matrix form W
I
 . (2.29)
Finally the next coarse level problem is determined variationally as in (2.19).
This concludes the brief overview of cAMG. In the rest of this thesis, we focus on a different
member of the family of AMG methods called Smoothed Aggregation (SA).
2.4 Smoothed Aggregation
In this section we briefly recall the Smoothed Aggregation Multigrid (SA). As in classical
AMG, the coarsening is based on the graph properties of the fine-level matrix and does not use
geometric relationships to determine the interpolation operator. However, unlike classical AMG,
where the coarsening is based on decomposing the fine-level degrees of freedom into F and C
points, SA is more akin to a discrete domain decomposition of degrees of freedom on the fine
level. Using this domain decomposition, SA formulates the prolongation operator, P`l+1, as
an operator splitting. Following a typical variational multigrid formulation, with a given finest-
level matrix, A1 = A, SA typically defines the coarse level problem, Al+1, variationally as in
(2.19). As the SA methodology is core to this thesis, it will be reviewed in more detail, first
covering the construction of the prolongation operator (including formulation of the prolongation
smoother) under the assumption that the aggregation is available, followed by a short discussion
of the underlying aggregation strategy.
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2.4.1 Standard Smoothed Aggregation Coarsening
As with cAMG, the objective of SA coarsening is to allow, for the given problem, elimination
of algebraically smooth error not attenuated by relaxation process. To accomplish this, the prolon-
gation operator defined from level ` + 1(coarse) to `(fine) as, P``+1, must be chosen such that the
set of algebraically smooth error components are represented in the range of P``+1. To this end, SA
defines the prolongation operator as an operator splitting,
P``+1 = S`Pˆ
`
`+1, (2.30)
where S` is an appropriate choice of the prolongation smoother and Pˆ
`
`+1 is known as the
tentative prolongator. This splitting greatly simplifies the construction of the prolongator, as
the tentative prolongator can be constructed independently over each non-overlapping aggregate.
The prolongation smoother will be discussed in greater detail after describing the construction of
the tentative prolongator.
The tentative prolongation operator is formed as a combination of two steps: aggregation and
the assignment of values such that algebraically smooth error is in its range. Without going into a
detailed description, aggregation is the process of combining strongly connected degrees of freedom
in order to accurately address algebraically smooth error. In general, aggregation of degrees of
freedom serves a twofold purpose: By aggregating degrees of freedom together, the dimension of
the problem on the coarse level can be significantly reduced. Second, the aggregates determine the
structure of the tentative prolongation operator. By grouping together only strongly connected
degrees of freedom in the problem, attention is paid to the connectivity of the discrete problem,
analogously to the case of F/C-point selection for classical AMG.
For the moment, we assume that an appropriate decomposition of the fine-level degrees of
freedom into aggregates is available, and focus on describing the selection of values such that the
smooth error components are in the range of the prolongation operator. A discussion of the aggre-
gation strategy is delayed for presentation later in Section 2.4.2. We also assume that on the finest
level, a matrix, K1, is available, whose columns represent the algebraically smooth components
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relevant to the problem being solved (for the model problem with natural scaling, K1 commonly
consists of a single column comprising the constant component, but other components may be
needed in general).
In order to achieve a multi-level solver, the coarsening process must be able to recursively
represent the algebraically smooth error components on each level of the multigrid hierarchy. In the
context of smoothed aggregation, this task is simplified due to the non-overlapping nature of the
aggregates. Given the kernel representation, K`, on level `, ` ≥ 1, the tentative prolongator, both
Pˆ ``+1 and the coarse-level representation of the kernel, K`+1, can be constructed simultaneously to
satisfy
Pˆ ``+1K`+1 = K`, (2.31)
(Pˆ ``+1)
T Pˆ ``+1 = I. (2.32)
Since the aggregates are independent of one another, Pˆ ``+1 and K`+1 can be found by ortho-
normalizing the basis of the fine level kernel K` restricted to each individual aggregate, that is
locally. The coefficients obtained during the orthonormalization define the values of K`+1. In prac-
tice, the process of orthonormalization is conveniently accomplished via a local QR factorization,
K`|A`i = QiRi, over each aggregate (here K`|A`i denotes the restriction of the values of the fine-level
kernel(s) to the degrees of freedom in aggregate A`i). The values in Pˆ ``+1 are then given by scattering
the values in the orthogonal matrices Qi to the rows corresponding to aggregate A`i . The matrices,
R, from each local QR factorization are then simply stacked vertically in order to form the kernel
representation on the coarse level, K`+1. As a result, the matrices Pˆ
`
`+1 and K`+1 are constructed
not only simultaneously, but each aggregate can be processed independently of other aggregates
in (2.31) and in parallel.
Thus, when supplied with the kernel representation on the finest level, the coarsening can be
performed for an arbitrary number of levels in the multigrid hierarchy, assuming aggregates can be
formed on each level. Note that the construction in (2.31) guarantees that the resulting tentative
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prolongators preserve the specified kernel on each level of the multigrid hierarchy, i.e., for any ` ≥ 1,
Pˆ 12 Pˆ
2
3 . . . Pˆ
`
`+1K`+1 = K1. (2.33)
To briefly illustrate the construction of the tentative interpolation operator, we investigate the
case of a single, constant kernel component which is typically appropriate for the model problem,
(1.2). Given a suitable aggregation, A`, of the problem, the construction of the tentative prolongator
is simplified in the case of a single kernel component, and the requirement in (2.31) reduces to
restricting the values of the K` to each aggregate, and a simple normalization to ensure the validity
of (2.32), followed by scattering the resulting values into the rows of the tentative prolongator that
correspond to the given aggregate:
(Pˆ ``+1)ij =

(K`)i√∑
k∈A`
j
(K`)2k
if i ∈
{
A`j
}
0 else
 . (2.34)
In this simple case, the coarse-level representation of the kernel is simply
(K`+1)j =
√√√√∑
k∈A`j
(K`)
2
k.
The simplicity and parallelism of the construction of the tentative prolongator makes aggregation
an appealing approach. However, it has been recognized that the resulting coarse spaces lack the
smoothness necessary to ensure convergence properties independent of the number of levels in the
multigrid hierarchy ([23, 29]). In order to improve the smoothness of the coarse-level basis functions,
smoothed aggregation methods do not utilize the tentative prolongator directly, but create the final
prolongation to be used by smoothing the range of the tentative prolongator,
P``+1 = S`Pˆ
`
`+1, (2.35)
with an appropriate smoothing operator, S`, usually defined as,
S` =
(
I − ωD−1` A`
)
, D−1` = diag(A`). (2.36)
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The tentative prolongator is most commonly smoothed by applying a single iteration of the
damped Jacobi,
P``+1 =
(
I − ωJD−1` A`
)
Pˆ ``+1, (2.37)
or Richardson method,
P``+1 =
(
I − ωR 1
λ`
A`
)
Pˆ ``+1, (2.38)
with the standard choice of ωJ =
2
3 and ωR =
4
3 . Here λ` is defined as a bound on the spectral radius
of A`. For an SPD problem, the spectral radius can be estimated by running a small number of
preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations and exploiting the relationship between the conjugate
gradient and Lanczos methods [8].
The choice of using a prolongation smoother that is a polynomial in A` or in D
−1
` A` offers
several benefits: it allows for easier parallel implementation and simplifies analysis ([26]). Note that
although damped Jacobi and Richardson type prolongation smoothers are most commonly used,
higher degree polynomial smoothers can also be used in the context of more aggressive coarsening
[11, 28]. In any case, the desired effect of the prolongation smoothing is that it effectively changes
the coarse-level basis, and results in increasing the order of interpolation. A broader spectrum of
near-nullspace components can thus be approximated well by the final prolongator.
Note that the polynomial nature of the prolongation smoother assures that, assuming that K1
satisfies A1K1 = 0, we obtain, similarly to (2.33) also that SPˆ
`
`+1K`+1 = K` since (I − ωA) K = K
for any level. Therefore,
P12P
2
3 . . .P
`
`+1K`+1 = K1. (2.39)
For example, for a 1D Poisson problem discretized over a uniform grid with the stencil
[−1, 2,−1], the tentative prolongation offers only a zeroth order interpolation, but it is easy to verify
that the standard smoothed prolongator S` = I − 23D−1` A` ([29]) results in linear interpolation,
and the coarse-level basis is formed by chapeau functions with supports of size 6h rather than the
usual 2h common in finite element discretization.
As a side effect of the smoothing, the supports of the basis functions are also extended into
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neighboring aggregates. For a standard coarsening, where the effects of the prolongation smoothing
and the size of the aggregates are kept in balance, the resulting coarse operators maintain good
sparsity. However, in the case of anisotropic problems treated by semi-coarsening, special attention
needs to be paid to preserving the sparsity of the coarse-level operators, which will be discussed in
Chapter 3.
Thus far, this discussion assumed that a suitable aggregation of the degrees of freedom was
available. In the next subsection, one example of a possible aggregation strategy based only on the
properties of the problem matrix will be presented.
2.4.2 Aggregation
In order to create the interpolation operator, P``+1, a disjoint covering of the fine level degrees
of freedom is formed at each level of coarsening; these disjoint groupings are termed aggregates
and the collection of all aggregates with degrees of freedom on level `, is denoted by
{
A`i
}n`+1
i=1
where
n`+1 is the number of aggregates on level `. Since the coarse matrix is defined variationally, n`+1
also defines the number of nodes on the coarse level, `+ 1 (each coarse node will be associated with
multiple degrees of freedom if the number of kernel components is greater than 1). Aggregates are
formed based on graph properties of the current level matrix, A`, with n` block rows and columns
(each block corresponds to the degrees of freedom associated with a node; for ` > 1, these are
degrees of freedom associated with the kernel components, while on the finest level, the degrees of
freedom are dictated by the physics of the solved problem). There are a variety of ways to determine
the coupling between unknowns in the system, of which many are based on simple comparison of
the matrix entries (or block entries). One of the simplest of these in the context of scalar equations
is the criterion that considers nodes i, j coupled if (cf., [29]):
|aij | > θa√aiiajj , θa ∈ (0, 1) . (2.40)
We note that positive off-diagonal entries in the matrix are commonly labeled as weak in pre-
processing prior to using (2.40), and ignored in this test.
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With this coupling measure, a strongly coupled neighborhood of a node i is the set of graph-
adjacent nodes that are strongly coupled with it,
Ni(θa) = {j : |aij | ≥ θa√aiiajj}. (2.41)
Many possibilities for the coupling measure exist, and we will discuss other possibilities in Chapter 3.
The selection of appropriate coupling detection criterion is essential to achieving good multilevel
SA solver. However, whatever the definition of strong coupling, aggregates can be formally formed
in the following greedy manner [29].
Algorithm 2: Aggregation
Input: Grid A` of order n` and  ∈ [0, 1)
Output: A disjoint covering {A} of the set {1, . . . , n`} and the number of aggregates n`+1
Initialization: Set R = {i ∈ 1, . . . , n` : Ni(0) 6= {i}} and j = 0;
Step 1 Select disjoint strongly coupled neighborhoods as the initial approximation of
covering:
• For all nodes i ∈ R: if Ni() ⊂ R, set j ← j + 1,Aj ← Ni(),R← R \ Aj
Step 2 Add the remaining i ∈ R to one of the sets Ak to which node i is strongly connected
if any set exists
• Copy A˜k ← Ak, k = 1, . . . , j
• For all nodes i ∈ R if there exists k such that Ni() ∩ A˜k 6= ∅, set Ak ← Ak ∪ {i}, R \ {i}
(if more than one set exists, choose the one with strongest coupling);
Step 3 Add any remaining i ∈ R into aggregates that consist of subsets of strongly coupled
neighborhoods:
• For all nodes i ∈ R: set j ← j + 1, Aj ← R ∩Ni(), R← R \ Aj
Step 4 Set n`+1 = j
Remark 2.1. It is noted here that the aggregated nodes might not represent a full covering of
the space due to the Ni(0) restriction in the initialization step above. This will essentially ignore
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nodes that are isolated or are Dirichlet boundary nodes which would otherwise stay on all levels of
coarsening. However obtaining correct solution at these nodes is handled well enough by sweeps of
relaxation, so omitting these nodes in aggregation is justified.
Application of Algorithm 2 produces an aggregation,
{
A`i
}n`+1
i=1
, on level `. It is important
to note that the aggregation process defines couplings symmetrically between nodes or degrees
of freedom rather than directionally as classical AMG does. Also practically important is that
the aggregation process depends on ordering of nodes/dof in the computational domain, and that
appropriate reordering can be beneficial, for instance in parallel environment, where it can minimize
communication between processors. In this case, aggregates may be formed first along the processor
boundaries, followed by aggregation of “interior” dof to ensure full-size aggregates near the processor
boundaries.
Remark 2.2 (Speed of coarsening). Noteworthy here is the relationship between the size of the
aggregates and the rate that coarsening is achieved in the multigrid hierarchy. As mentioned in
the smoothed aggregation section, P``+1, is initially constructed based entirely on the aggregation of
the given level, and then smoothed. Since the smoothing presented in this thesis does not create
additional aggregates, the column dimension of the prolongation operator will depend solely on the
aggregation. Thus the size of the aggregates will dictate reduction in problem dimension at each level
in the hierarchy. Considering purely isotropic problems with ideal aggregates, it may be observed
that the aggregate size will be approximately 3 in each spatial dimension. Given this coarsening, it
is reasonable to expect that for an isotropic problem with quasi-uniform mesh the reduction of the
problem size between levels should be by a factor of 3d, where d denotes the spatial dimension of the
problem.
With the coarsening procedure now fully described, we now turn to describing some basic
properties of the resulting method.
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2.4.3 Basic properties of the SA hierarchy
With the description of the smoothed aggregation coarsening in Section 2.4, we now remark
on some basic properties of the resulting method and its multigrid hierarchy. The text assumes an
SA method, but much of what is presented here applies equally to any other variational multigrid
method. Recall that for SPD problems, SA generally uses a restriction operator that is defined as
the transpose of the prolongation, and coarse problems are constructed in a variational manner
A`+1 = (P
`
`+1)
TA`P
`
`+1. (2.42)
This choice of the restriction operator, PT , results in certain desirable properties for the coarse
level operator:
Lemma 2.1. Assuming that A` is SPD, and that the prolongation operator is full rank by assump-
tion, the coarse-level operator constructed using (2.42) is also SPD.
Proof. First we verify symmetry of the coarse operator. By (2.42) and the assumption A` = A
T
` ,
we have AT`+1 = (P
`
`+1)
TAT` P
`
`+1 = A`+1, so the symmetry follows.
In order to prove positive definiteness of the coarse-level operator, we observe that
〈
(P``+1)
TA`P
`
`+1x, x
〉
=〈
A`P
`
`+1x,P
`
`+1x
〉
. We can define y = P``+1x, and since P
`
`+1 is full rank by construction,
〈y, y〉A` > 0 so long as y 6= 0. Thus, the operator will be positive definite.
Since A` is an SPD matrix for any `, it defines an energy inner product 〈A`x, y〉, and
the associated energy norm, ‖u‖A` =
√〈A`u, u〉. The next lemma shows that the coarse-grid
correction results in optimal reduction of the error in this energy norm for the two-level method
over the subspace given by the range of the prolongation. Note that here the multigrid hierarchy
is implied and the levels corresponding to each of the operators will be dropped from the notation
unless it is necessary to prevent misunderstanding.
Lemma 2.2. Coarse grid correction provides optimal reduction in the energy norm.
Proof. In order for this statement, the error propagation operator of the coarse-grid correction,
E = I − P (P TAP )−1P TA must be shown to be a projector and self-adjoint in the energy inner
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product. In order to do so, it is sufficient to show that Q = P (P TAP )−1P TA is energy self-adjoint
and a projection.
To show that the operator is a projector, we verify that Q = QQ. Indeed, we have QQ =
(P (P TAP )−1P TA)(P (P TAP )−1P TA) = P (P TAP )−1P TA = Q. It thus remains to verify that Q
is self-adjoint in the energy, i.e., 〈Qx, y〉A = 〈x,Qy〉A. This follows from,
〈Qx, y〉A =
〈
AP (P TAP )−1P TAx, y
〉
(2.43)
=
〈
(P TAP )−1P TAx, P TAy
〉
(2.44)
=
〈
P TAx, (P TAP )−1P TAy
〉
(2.45)
=
〈
Ax, P (P TAP )−1P TAy
〉
(2.46)
= 〈x,Qy〉A . (2.47)
Lemma 2.3. The problem on the coarse level will have smaller dimension than that on the fine
level.
Proof. The coarse problem is defined as A`+1 = P
TA`P , so the dimension of A`+1 will be the
column dimension of P .
Note that degrees of freedom without strong connections are either isolated (due to Dirichlet
boundary condition implementation), or indicate diagonal dominance in A. In either of these cases,
such degrees of freedom should be excluded from the aggregation process, and have no aggregates
associated with them, and thus do not contribute to the size of the coarse matrix.
The actual rate of coarsening (cf. Remark 2.2) will, of course, be problem dependent, but
in any case we can assume that we can aggregate together at least pairs of degrees of freedom, so
then the column dimension of P will be less than the column dimension of the original problem,
A` by at least a factor of two.
With these basic properties, we can now prove convergence of the two-level scheme based on
smoothed aggregation. The proof follows that in [8].
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2.4.4 Convergence Properties of the Method
For the smoothed aggregation method we presented, it is relatively easy to establish a two-
level convergence result, which we now present under the assumption that the constructed coarse
spaces satisfy certain approximation properties. The satisfaction of these properties will also be
verified for our model problem.
In order to establish the two-level convergence bounds, we examine a standard V(0,1) SA cycle
under the assumption that the tentative prolongator satisfies the following Weak Approximation
Property (WAP):
‖u− Pv‖2 ≤ ca
ρ(A)
〈Au, u〉 ∀u ∈ VF ,∃v ∈ VC , (2.48)
where VF denotes the fine-level vector space VF = <n` and VC = <n`+1 denotes the coarse-level
vector space.
In the proof below, we will find useful the following result applicable to vectors obtained by
two-level coarse-grid correction:
Lemma 2.4. Assuming that (2.48) holds, we have
〈AE,AE〉
〈AE,E〉 ≥
ρ(A)
ca
for all E ∈ Rng(P )⊥A . (2.49)
Proof. Since E ⊥A Rng(P ), we can subtract Pw, for any w, from E to obtain,
〈AE,E〉 = 〈A(E − Pw), E〉 (2.50)
= 〈AE, (E − Pw)〉 by symmetry of A (2.51)
≤ ‖AE‖‖E − Pw‖ by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. (2.52)
Then, using (2.48), ‖E − Pw‖ ≤
√
c
ρ(A) 〈AE,E〉1/2. Thus,
〈AE,E〉 ≤ ‖AE‖
√
c
ρ(A)
〈AE,E〉1/2 , (2.53)
proving the result.
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In order to prove the convergence result, we note that the error propagation operator of the
two-level V(0,1) cycle with post-relaxation given by
S = I − ω
ρ(A)
A ω ∈ (0, 2), (2.54)
where ρ(A) represents the spectral radius of the matrix A, is given by
M = S[I − P (P TAP )−1P TA]. (2.55)
Defining the coarse grid correction error propagation operator,
T = I − P (P TAP )−1P TA,
the error, e is then found by applying the error propagation operator, Me = SE where E = Te. It
is then possible to investigate the error in the energy norm when applying the V(0,1) cycle. That
is,
〈Me,Me〉A = 〈ASE, SE〉 . (2.56)
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the prolongation operator satisfies the weak approximation property,
(2.48) and that the post-smoother is given by (2.54) and is convergent, i.e., ρ(S) < 1. Then the
error after n iterations of the two-level V (0,1) cycle satisfies
‖en‖2A ≤
(
1− ω(2− ω)
ca
)n
‖e0‖2A.
Proof. Expanding (2.56) leads to:
〈ASE, SE〉 =
〈
A(I − ω
ρ(A)
A)E, (I − ω
ρ(A)
A)E
〉
(2.57)
=
〈
AE −A ω
ρ(A)
AE,E − ω
ρ(A)
AE
〉
(2.58)
= 〈AE,E〉+
〈
AE,− ω
ρ(A)
AE
〉
+
〈
−A ω
ρ(A)
AE,E
〉
(2.59)
+
〈
A
−ω
ρ(A)
AE,
−ω
ρ(A)
AE
〉
(2.60)
= 〈E,E〉A −
2ω
ρ(A)
〈AE,AE〉+
(
ω
ρ(A)
)2
〈AE,AE〉A . (2.61)
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We note that 〈AE,AE〉A ≤ ρ(A) 〈AE,E〉A which allows us to further simplify,
〈Me,Me〉A ≤ 〈E,E〉A −
2ω
ρ(A)
〈E,AE〉A +
(
ω
ρ(A)
)2
ρ(A) 〈AE,AE〉 (2.62)
= 〈E,E〉A −
2ω − ω2
ρ(A)
〈E,AE〉A . (2.63)
In order to finish the proof, we use the fact that E ⊥A Rng(P ) and apply the result of Lemma 2.4.
Expansion provides:
〈Me,Me〉A ≤ 〈E,E〉A −
ω(2− ω)
ca
〈E,E〉A (2.64)
≤
(
1− ω(2− ω)
ca
)
〈E,E〉A (2.65)
In order for the two-level proof to be applicable, the assumptions of the convergence Theo-
rem 2.1 need to be verified. The assumption on multigrid relaxation are very weak here, and will be
satisfied by any convergent smoother. The weak approximation assumption is also easily verified
for the model problem. Such verification can be found in [26].
It is noted here that the above results only provide a convergence estimate for a two level
SA multigrid. A multi-level estimate for convergence can be found in [26]. Its proof is out of the
scope of this thesis, so we only present the result here without proof.
Theorem 2.2. [26] Let the prolongation smoothers, S`, be given by
S` = I − 4
3λ`
A`,
where λ` ≥ ρ(A`). Also let the tentative prolongators be defined via local orthogonalization as in
Section 2.4. Further assume that there is a constant, CA > 0 such that for every u ∈ <n1 and every
` = 1, · · · , L− 1,
N∑`
i=1
min
w∈<n
(‖u−K1w‖2l2(A`i)) ≤ CA
9`−1
λ¯
‖u‖2A ,
where λ¯ > ρ(A) is an upper bound on the spectral radius of the finest-level matrix. Finally, assume
that the R` found in the local orthogonalization are symmetric positive definite matrices satisfying,
λmin(I −R`A`) ≥ 0 and λmin(R`) ≥ 1
c2Rρ(A`)
,
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for a constant, cR > 0, independent of the level. Then,
‖x∗ −MG(x, b)‖A ≤
(
1− 1
c0
)
‖x∗ − x‖A ∀x ∈ <n,
where Ax∗ = b, and
c0 = (2 + CAcR +
4
3
cR +
1
3
CA(1 +
4
3
cR)(L− 1))2(L− 1).
We see that the multilevel convergence result is suboptimal in that it has a dependence on
the number of levels. This is partly a result of the use of regularity-free theory. It should be noted
that application of the method, however, does not show such dependence for the model problem
considered.
2.4.5 Final Prolongator Correction
As Section 2.4.4 indicates, the satisfaction of the weak approximation property is highly
desirable to establishing convergence of the process.
In classical smoothed aggregation [29], this translates into a requirement that the set of
critical algebraically smooth components be supplied to the solver on the finest level in the form
of a matrix, K1, whose columns contain the requisite components. (For our model problem, the
single-column, K1 = 1, is known to suffice, so it does not need to be explicitly supplied.)
As we have shown earlier in Section 2.4, once the finest-level K1 is known, all coarse rep-
resentations, K`+1, thereof can be easily determined simultaneously with the construction of the
tentative prolongator, Pˆ ``+1.
Under normal circumstances, the prolongator used by smoothed aggregation automatically
satisfies, by construction,
P ``+1K`+1 = S`K`. (2.66)
However, there are instances, where it may be advantageous to use a prolongation smoother,
Sˆ`, that differs from S`, by being based either on a different matrix than A`, or being based on a
perturbed version of A`, yielding a prolongator denoted here by Pe instead of P
`
`+1.
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In such instances, the resulting prolongator may fail to satisfy (2.66). Since the kernel
preservation, and hence satisfaction of (2.66) is of utmost importance, prolongator, Pe, may need
to be corrected to re-establish the kernel preservation property. Fortunately, such a correction can
be very easily accomplished, as described next.
Given a smoothed prolongator, Pe, such that PeK`+1 6≈ S`K`, we can determine the error in
the satisfaction of (2.66),
EP = S`K` − PeK`+1. (2.67)
Using this error in preservation of the smoothed kernel component, we can construct a very sim-
ple prolongator, PˆE , by simply restricting the values of EP into individual aggregates. Note, in
particular, that, unlike the construction of the tentative prolongator, no local orthogonalization is
performed in constructing PˆE . Notice that appropriately selected aggregates, which respect the
strength of connection, will grab only the part of EP that is strongly relevant to that aggregate.
Using PˆE , we can easily form a correction to the supplied Pe so that the resulting prolongator,
P ``+1, satisfies
P ``+1K`+1 = S`K`. (2.68)
The correction takes the form,
P ← Pe + PˆEDK , (2.69)
where DK denotes a block-diagonal matrix consisting of diagonal blocks defined as inverses of the
nodal block entries of the coarse-level kernel representation, [K`+1(A`j)]−1, as
DK =

[K`+1(A`1)]−1
[K`+1(A`2)]−1
. . .
[K`+1(A`n`+1)]−1

. (2.70)
Here K`+1(A`j) denotes the block of K`+1 relevant to node j on level `+1 (i.e., aggregate j on level
`).
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For later reference, we summarize the prolongator correction in the form of an algorithm:
Algorithm 3: Algorithm for correcting prolongator Pe failing to satisfy (2.68).
Input: Pe, K`, K`+1, aggregates {A`j}n`+1j=1 .
Output: Corrected final prolongator P ``+1.
Step 1 Determine error in satisfying (2.68), EP , as defined in (2.67).
Step 2 Define auxiliary PˆE , by restricting EP to individual aggregates, so that
PˆE

Inker
Inker
...
Inker

= EP .
Step 3 Create corrected final prolongator, P ``+1 = Pe + PˆEDK , with DK defined in (2.70).
It is easy now to verify that the result of Algorithm 3 satisfies (2.68). Indeed, using (2.69),
together with the definition of (2.67), we see that, indeed,
P ``+1K`+1 = PeK`+1 + PˆEDKK`+1 (2.71)
= PeK`+1 + PˆE (2.72)
= PeK`+1 + S`K` − PeK`+1 (2.73)
= S`K`. (2.74)
Thus, a given prolongator can be easily corrected to satisfy (2.66). The performance of the
resulting multigrid will depend on how close Pe was from the ideal prolongation. It is best used
when Pe is a perturbation of the ideal prolongation, but possesses desirable properties the ideal is
lacking. In particular, it is useful when the main difference between Pe and the ideal interpolation
is in their sparsity.
We note that a correction of this type is not new, and traces back to [7, 27]. It has been
documented in this form in [9] and, in a slightly simplified form ignoring the effects of prolonator
smoothing on K`, in [17]. Also, the way the entries outside of the allowed sparsity pattern are
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collapsed into other columns differs here from that used in [17].
In the next section, we will find this type of correction useful in correcting prolongators
perturbed due to techniques used to limit operator complexity growth. Together with the techniques
discussed in Section 3.4, it can be viewed as a cheaper and easier to parallelize alternative to the
approach in [20], where an alternative approach to restoring kernel preservation was presented in
terms of row-wise l2-orthogonal projections within the framework of a constrained minimization
process used to construct the prolongation with desired sparsity pattern. The approach used in this
thesis is not only easier to implement, but also less costly in terms of communication in parallel
context.
Chapter 3
Multigrid and Numerical Anisotropy
In this chapter, we outline the challenges posed by anisotropic problems for both geometric
and algebraic multigrid. The focus will be on offering a more robust version of smoothed aggregation
coarsening.
3.1 Challenges Posed by Anisotropy
In practice, one of the phenomena that complicate the application of iterative solvers is
the presence of anisotropic features in a problem. This is generally embodied in the form of
a directionally dependent property and impacts the efficiency and convergence of the multigrid
process. Since standard geometric multigrid relies solely on geometrical knowledge of the problem
to be solved, it will exhibit reduction in efficiency when applied to problems with anisotropy that
is not caused by geometry.
More generally, the convergence and/or efficiency of iterative solvers deteriorate in presence
of anisotropies, when “standard” coarsening techniques are used in conjunction with the usual
pointwise relaxation. Multigrid schemes rely on the premise that, after relaxation, the error will be
locally smooth. However, in case of anisotropic problems, the error after pointwise relaxation will
be smooth only in the direction of strong connections (in this case, in the direction of the strong
anisotropy), and may be oscillatory otherwise. Thus, standard coarsening would not be appropriate
in this case, since it is not meaningful to interpolate values from weakly connected nodes. This
can be particularly injurious to geometric multigrid, where the interpolation pattern is more or
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less fixed. A well-known remedy through which good convergence of the geometric multigrid can
be restored is known as line relaxation. It uses information pertaining to the direction of strong
anisotropy in the grid in order to formulate a problem-dependent relaxation process. Specifically,
line relaxation will solve simultaneously for whole lines (or, possibly planes in 3D), created along
directions of strong anisotropy.
To illustrate line relaxation, consider a 2D Poisson problem discretized over a rectangular
domain in which the grid is stretched in the x direction. Using the geometry of the problem,
strong connections are found along the un-stretched y-direction. These strongly connected degrees
of freedom are then globally grouped as in Figure 3.1. In this case, line relaxation would then
Figure 3.1: Lines of strongly connected nodes
invert, in turn, along each these groups individually.
It is important to note that the line relaxation process is not limited to structured domains
but is rather applicable wherever lines of strongly connected degrees of freedom can be identified
globally. To this end, a definition of strength of connection such as (2.40) could be used. If strength
of connection measures can be constructed to inexpensively and reliably identify the direction of
strong anisotropy, line relaxation could be generalized from standard geometric multigrid with
regular grids to more general cases. However, identifying global lines across the domain can be
costly in general, and challenging over unstructured grids. Additionally, naive line relaxation is
fairly expensive in a parallel environment due to the serial nature of the relaxation sweeps. Most
importantly, identifying the lines for problems with an unstructured geometry, or for problems with
no inherent geometry, presents a special challenge in parallel environment.
As already noted, the success of line relaxation depends on the ability to reliably (and glob-
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ally) identify the direction of strong anisotropy. The classical geometric coarsening is challenged
in this respect, as it typically relies only on the geometry of the mesh for such decisions. However,
this is not, in general, a good approach to correctly identifying the direction of anisotropy, as the
following example illustrates:
Example 3.1. Consider two 2D Poisson problems of the form, (1.2), with only Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
For the first problem, let Ω = [0, α]× [0, 1], where α > 1, with a rectangular mesh consisting
of n elements in each dimension. Thus, the nodes are equally spaced in x and y, but stretched in
the x-direction by a factor of α, so the characteristic mesh sizes satisfy hx = αhy (as illustrated
by the grid in Figure 3.1). Additionally, let the coefficient matrix for this problem be the identity,
D = I.
The second problem is posed over Ω = [0, 1]×[0, 1], with a uniform rectangular mesh consisting
of n elements in each dimension (hx = hy =
1
n), and a coefficient matrix given by:
D =
 1α 0
0 α
 . (3.1)
Simple calculation reveals that the local stiffness matrices (and hence the global problem ma-
trices) for the two problems under consideration are, in fact, identical. Both correspond to the same
anisotropic behavior, even though this behavior stems purely from the element geometry in one case,
while purely from from the coefficients of the PDE.
Similarly, taking the first problem, we see that the coefficients of the PDE may be adjusted
so that the resulting discrete problem is either entirely isotropic, by using
D =
 α 0
0 1α
 , (3.2)
or become strongly anisotropic in a different direction. For instance, choosing
D =
 α˜ 0
0 1α˜
 (3.3)
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with α˜  α, the direction of strong anisotropy would become orthogonal to the original direction
of strong anisotropy. By using a non-diagonal form of D, the strong anisotropy may be made to
follow any direction.
From Example 3.1, we see that neither the mesh geometry, nor the PDE coefficients alone
can be relied upon to provide complete information to correctly assess anisotropic behavior, and
that erroneous conclusions regarding the direction of strong anisotropy may be arrived at unless
both aspects are taken into account.
Fortunately, algebraic multigrid methods provide a way of addressing these challenges, that
will be discussed in the next section.
3.2 AMG Coarsening for Anisotropic Problems
One of the components contributing to the success of algebraic multigrid methods is their
potential to automatically determine the strength of connection between related degrees of freedom.
Although this dynamic determination of the strength of connection could be used to identify lines
used in line/plane relaxation, doing so would be tedious and expensive due to the semi-global
nature of the lines and the sequential nature of forming such lines across the domain. Thus, rather
than using techniques such as line relaxation, AMG methods typically utilize simple relaxation,
and choose instead to adjust the coarsening process.
Since the error after a typical point-wise relaxation process is known to be smooth in the
direction of strong connections (strong anisotropy), and may be highly oscillatory otherwise, it
is important to coarsen in the direction of strong anisotropy only. The recognized approach for
handling anisotropic behavior in the context of AMG methods is a modification of the coarsening
scheme to respect the direction of strong anisotropy so that coarsening occurs only in the direction
of strong anisotropy. This approach is known as semi-coarsening.
Note that, unlike line relaxation, here the direction of anisotropy need only be determined
locally in the vicinity of each node. On a given multigrid level, prolongation is typically a local
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process involving only the near neighbors. This makes modification of the coarsening procedure
much more suited to exploiting the available strength-of-connection information, which, for typical
problems of interest, is also local.
Automatic semi-coarsening, based on the provided strength of connection measure as de-
scribed in Section 2.3, has long been used by the classical AMG method ([13, 23]), by computing
prolongation only from strongly connected degrees of freedom. Here both the notion of strongly
connected degrees of freedom and the computation of the appropriate prolongation operator are
based on algebraic measures that correctly reflect the nature of the anisotropy rather than depend
solely on the mesh geometry. It is therefore crucial to choose a strength of connection test that can
reliably distinguish such differences, which will be discussed next.
3.2.1 Robust Detection of Strong Coupling
In this section we examine robustness of simple coupling measures, such as (2.40), and con-
sider improvements to enhance robustness for problems featuring anisotropic phenomena.
As with most commonly used strength-of-connection measures, the success of using our de-
fault definition of coupling in (2.40) depends upon the proper selection of the parameter, θa. To
examine an appropriate choice of θa for problems posed over unstructured meshes, we first exam-
ine simple 2D Poisson problem discretized over a mesh featuring both stretched and un-stretched
rectangular (Q1) and triangular (P1) linear finite elements. The domain is assumed split into
4 quadrants, as depicted in Figure 3.2 with the following configuration: Quadrant I contains the
isotropic Q1 elements, quadrant II contains the anisotropic Q1 elements stretched in the x-direction
by a factor of 1α , 0 < α 1, quadrant III contains the anisotropic P1 elements stretched again in
the x-direction by 1α , and quadrant IV contains the isotropic P1 elements. Note that the domain
extends further in each direction using the same finite element configurations.
First we examine the nodes interior to the part of the mesh discretized by P1 elements
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Figure 3.2: Mixed element domain.
(stretched or un-stretched), At these nodes, we have a 5-point finite element stencil given by,
0 −1 0
−α 2(α+ 1) −α
0 −1 0
 , (3.4)
where α can take on different values depending on if the stencil under consideration is located in
quadrant III or IV. In this instance, we define α in the following way:
α =

1 in Quadrant IV
0 < αˆ 1 in Quadrant III
. (3.5)
Similarly, the nodes interior to the part of the mesh with quadrilateral elements (quadrant I
and II) have a 9-point finite element stencil,
1
6

−(α+ 1) 2α− 4 −(α+ 1)
2− 4α 8(α+ 1) 2− 4α
−(α+ 1) 2α− 4 −(α+ 1)
 , (3.6)
with α defined per quadrant as,
α =

1 in Quadrant I
0 < αˆ 1 in Quadrant II
. (3.7)
Using these stencils and the strength of connection test, (2.40), the range of θa required to
correctly identify couplings as strong or weak can be found. For simplicity, we only consider nodes
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with no dependence on elements in other quadrants of the domain. In the isotropic cases, α = 1,
we assume that all connections are strong and derive the interval of θa accordingly. Based on our
computational experience, we will want to treat the mildly anisotropic cases, α ≥ 12 , the same as
isotropic cases. In the truly anisotropic case however, the only desirable strong connections are
in the vertical direction. Accordingly, the smaller range of θa will be selected to identify weak
couplings in the horizontal and diagonal directions. We will derive the range of θa for each of the
quadrants, then refer to Table 3.1 which displays the results of applying (2.40) to interior elements
in each quadrant.
For P1 elements located in quadrant IV, where α = 1, we require that the coarsening must
properly identify as strongly connected all the neighbors of a node. Therefore, θa must satisfy,
1 > θa(2 + 2α). (3.8)
Simplifying for θa and using α = 1 leads to the range, θa <
1
4 .
In the case of P1 elements in quadrant III, we want to identify the nodes in y-direction
as strongly coupled for αˆ  1, and the other nodes as weakly coupled. In order to satisfy this
requirement, θa must satisfy,
1 > θa(2 + 2α) (3.9)
α ≤ θa(2 + 2α). (3.10)
Thus, the range of θa in the third quadrant is θa <
1
2+2α and θa ≥ α2+2α . In order to satisfy the
whole allowed range of anisotropy α ∈ (0, 12), we obtain bounds, 16 ≤ θa < 13 . Thus, if only these
two quadrants were considered, a single value of θa in the range,
1
6 ≤ θa < 14 , would be able to
satisfy the desired coarsening requirements for both cases.
We now turn to the case of Q1 elements in quadrants I and II. Here, similarly, we treat
the case of mild anisotropy (θa ∈ [12 , 1)) by standard isotropic coarsening. Since elements in the
first quadrant are isotropic, (α ∈ [12 , 1]), we must ensure that all stencil neighbors of a node be
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considered strongly coupled. This imposes the following restrictions on θa,
2 > θa(8 + 8α).
Therefore, any θa <
1
8 will be a good choice.
Moving on to the Q1 elements in quadrant II, we see that strong anisotropy exists in the
stencil because α 1. In order to correctly coarsen, and identify the connections in the y-direction
as strong, we require
2(2− α) > θa(8 + 8α).
That is, θa <
2−α
4(1+α) . In order to cover the entire range of problems considered anisotropic
(α ∈ (0, 12)), we thus require θa < 14 . We also desire an exclusion of the diagonal and horizon-
tal connections so that semi-coarsening in x-direction is used. Assuming that positive off-diagonal
entries are automatically considered weakly connected by the coarsening process, we are left with
ensuring that the remaining couplings across “diagonal” of the stencil are properly labeled as weak.
For this, we require,
1 + α ≤ θa(8 + 8α),
or that θa ≥ 18 . Therefore, in quadrant II of the domain, we require 18 ≤ θa < 14 for proper
coarsening. Table 3.1 summarizes this information for each of the quadrants, according to the
element type.
Stencil α 1 α = 1
5pt 16 ≤ θa < 14 θa < 14
9pt 18 ≤ θa < 14 θa < 18
Table 3.1: Range of θa that assure that weak couplings are excluded and strong couplings included
for cases of P1 and Q1 elements over the multi-configuration mesh of Figure 3.2.
From Table 3.1, we see that the range of useful choices of θa in cases that mix stretched and
un-stretched meshes with Q1 elements is limited, and choosing a single value that would satisfy each
sub-region of the domain is not possible for the standard coupling measure. The use of unstructured
meshes further obscures the question of optimal parameter selection, and in practice, compromise
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choices are typically taken, and the best possible choice is dictated by the dominant features of the
problem, leaving the rest of the problem to coarsen sub-optimally.
This issue could be remedied by allowing two values of parameter θa to be used in the
appropriate parts of the domain. However, this would be possible only if the solver were explicitly
aware of the anisotropic regions, which, generally, is not the case. Since we are seeking a solver
that requires only the problem matrix to be specified, our proposed solution to this dilemma is to
consider alternative coupling measures which will allow for automatic local adjustment.
Here two changes will be made to the coupling criterion. First, we will consider a “relative”
measure of coupling instead the absolute test used in (2.40). The second modification consists in
using the values of a pre-computed raw coupling matrix rather than the values of the stiffness
matrix alone. This introduces a certain level of abstraction and allows for increased flexibility of
the criterion for difficult problems.
Thus, in the simplest case, the new criterion would proceed as follows: First, the raw coupling
matrix, C, is formed in some manner (examples will be given below). The values in C can then be
examined in the relative sense, similarly to the coupling measure (2.20), Thus, degrees of freedom
i and j are now considered strongly coupled if
Cij > θr max
k 6=i
Cik. (3.11)
This measure would appropriately reflect the local behavior, and produce appropriate semi-
coarsening based on a single parameter selection. (A typical value for θr would be around 0.5). We
note, however, that the criterion (3.11) has a weakness in that it may, in cases where all off-diagonal
connections are weak, identify all the connections as strong, because the test is based on a relative
relationship to the strongest connection, which may, nonetheless, be weak itself. To prevent this
phenomenon, we will first subject the matrix, C, to a a preprocessing stage, where an absolute test
is performed, albeit with a relaxed tolerance, θa, and the values found weak in this preprocessing
stage are either discarded from C, or simply zeroed out. Thus, we will drop an entry Cij if
Cij ≤ θa. (3.12)
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Note that the entries in Cij that correspond to positive non-diagonal entries in A should typically
be discarded.
Thus, the complete coupling detection process can be summarized in the following algorithm,
Algorithm 4: Two-Pass Detection of Coupling
Input: The raw coupling matrix, C.
Output: Processed coupling matrix, C.
Step 1 Pre-process by setting Cij = 0 whenever Aij > 0.
Step 2 Go over rows of C and set Cij = 0 for any j 6= i that satisfies Cij ≤ θa.
Step 3 Go over rows of C and,
if (Cij > θr maxk 6=i Cik) then
set Cij = 1,
otherwise
set Cij = 0.
Performing Algorithm 4 results in updating the entries of matrix C, so that strongly coupled
degrees of freedom are indicated by a nonzero value of 1; all other connections are then considered
weakly connected. The cost of setting up the raw coupling matrix is amortized over the steps in the
algorithm (this cost is typically very low for scalar problems, but can be nontrivial when solving
systems of PDEs).
Note that choosing C = |A|, where all positive entries of A are omitted from C, as an input
to Algorithm 4 is equivalent to using the classical AMG strength-of-connection measure (2.20) to
determine coupling. In keeping with the SA coupling criteria, we can instead consider using the
raw coupling matrix with entries defined as follows:
Cij =

|aij |√
aii
√
ajj
if aij < 0,
0 otherwise.
(3.13)
Using the scalar raw coupling matrix, our coupling detection algorithm can be easily extended to
the case of non-scalar PDEs, which will be discussed in the next section. Many other possibilities
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for defining C could be considered, but in this thesis we will limit ourselves to definition (3.13), and
the one found in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.2 Extension to Non-scalar Problems
The previous section motivated and presented the two pass test in terms of a scalar problem.
The same type of test can be easily extended more generally to non-scalar PDE problems. Such
problems are often treated by the “nodal” approach, where all unknowns associated with a single
finite element vertex are grouped together and treated as (block) entries. That is, instead of
representing the sparse matrix, A, in term of individual scalar entries, the matrix is stored as
block-sparse, and instead of referring to individual degrees of freedom in the matrix, we may refer
to its nodal entries. In such cases, it is often convenient to take advantage of this structure and
perform relaxation and coarsening in terms of these nodal values. If we denote the (block) entries
in the matrix by Aˆij with i and j ranging over the number of nodes rather than the number of
degrees of freedom, it is easy to extend the two-pass test to the non-scalar case by changing the
definition of the coupling matrix to apply nodally as follows (cf., [29]):
Cij = ρ(Aˆ−1/2ii AˆijAˆ−1/2jj ), (3.14)
where ρ denotes the spectral radius and the dimension of C is the number of nodes.
With this nodal strength of connection,the coupling matrix entries can now be compared to
a coupling parameter, θa or θr just as in the case of scalar problems. Note that the quantities in
(3.14) can be calculated using the eigenvalue decomposition
Aˆ−1/2 = XΛ−1/2X−1, (3.15)
with Λ a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Aˆ and X is a unitary matrix. Other possibilities for
a cheaper numerical approximation of these values exist (cf., [9]).
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3.3 Effects of Anisotropy on Complexity in SA Multigrid
Given the adaptive nature of coarsening in algebraic multigrid methods, in order to evaluate
the performance of a method, it is important to consider not only the convergence factor of the
resulting multigrid cycle, but also the cost of performing the cycle. This is especially true when
semi-coarsening is used.
To this end, some practical cost estimates have been introduced that provide an estimate
of the overall cost of a single AMG cycle. One such measure is called operator complexity or,
alternatively, algebraic complexity. This is defined to be the ratio between the nonzero matrix
entries on all levels and the number of nonzero entries on the finest level matrix [13, 29]. Operator
complexity provides the user an estimate of the work required to perform the relaxation sweeps
and residual calculations which contribute to a majority of the overall cost. Thus, the operator
complexity is directly proportional to the amount of work and storage required for an AMG cycle.
Considering the average stencil size of the problem on each level provides another perspective
on the predicted cost of the iteration.
Here we are concerned with the operator complexity of semi-coarsening for the smoothed
aggregation method. In order to determine the effects of a particular choice of coarsening on the
algebraic complexity of SA, we consider a 2D model problem (1.2) over a uniform mesh, discretized
by the finite element method with Q1 elements. We consider two choices of the coefficient tensor,
D. In the first case, D = I, so the standard coarsening will be applied. In the second case, the
coefficient tensor is chosen to result in very strong anisotropy in the y-direction. For this case,
semi-coarsening in the y-direction will be used instead of standard coarsening.
We will now investigate the sparsity of the coarse-level operators for the two problems. For
the sake of simplicity of exposition, we assume that ideal aggregates have been chosen in either
case (i.e., the aggregates are nicely aligned). Thus, in the isotropic case, we will have standard
aggregates of 3 × 3 nodes, while in the second case we force aggregates that are lines of 3 nodes
each in the y-direction only. In both cases, the aggregates can be shown to result in a tentative
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prolongator, Pˆ , such that, if it were used directly as the SA prolongation, the coarse-level matrix,
Aˆc = Pˆ
TAPˆ , would be equally sparse in either case. However, the prolongator actually used by
the smoothed aggregation method is formed by applying a smoother to Pˆ , as specified in (2.35),
which impacts the sparsity of the final prolongation operator, and, more importantly, also of the
induced coarse-level operator.
To assess the effects of the prolongation smoothing on the sparsity structure of the coarse-
level matrix, we need to examine in little more detail the coarsening for the two coarsening choices.
Each aggregate induces its own degree of freedom in the coarse-level operator. Note that under
our assumptions, the aggregates (and thus the coarse degrees of freedom) can be lexicographically
ordered and assigned “Cartesian coordinates”, thus identifying aggregate i with [Ii, Ji].
First we consider the isotropic case. A portion of the 9 point isotropic grid is shown in
Figure 3.3 with aggregates indicated by red boxed regions, consisting each of 3 × 3 nodes. With
Figure 3.3: Ideal 9 Point Aggregates in 2D
each column of the tentative prolongator, there is a coarse-level basis function, with nonzero val-
ues confined to within the corresponding aggregate, and zero elsewhere. These “tentative” basis
functions are then smoothed to form the final prolongation operator, as in (2.35). Here, we only
consider smoothers of the form, S = (I − ωD−1A). When a smoother such as this is applied to
the tentative prolongator, we observe that the supports of the basis functions of each aggregate are
extended based on the stencil of A. In the case of a 9-point stencil, this amounts to dilating the
support of each basis function by one node in each direction. (This extension is clear from carrying
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out the multiplication P = SPˆ for a single column of Pˆ . For each row in S that contains a node
corresponding to one in Pˆ , a nonzero value will be generated in the final prolongation operator, P .
This effectively extends the support of the basis function for the node under consideration.) Thus,
after smoothing, the support of each basis function grows from 3 × 3 to 5 × 5 nodes in a regular
“box” pattern. See in Figure 3.4 for depiction of the extended supports of the final prolongator. In
the figure, the basis function has nonzero values at each node inside of the blue boxed region and
zero for nodes outside of it.
Figure 3.4: Smoothed Ideal Isotropic Aggregates in 2D
In order to examine the sparsity of the coarse-level matrix, we need to examine the energy
inner products of individual columns of P , 〈AP∗i, P∗j〉. The application of A to the column of P
results in further growth of the nonzero pattern from 5× 5 nodes to 7× 7, given the 9-point stencil
of A. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5 with the blue boxed regions corresponding to nonzero values
of basis functions for the central node. Examining the supports of A1P∗i and P∗j , we see that the
entries of the coarse-level operator (A2)ij = 〈A1P∗i, P∗j〉 6= 0 only if
|Ii − Ij | ≤ 1 and |Ji − Jj | ≤ 1,
or, in other words, whenever i and j correspond aggregates that are immediate neighbors (where
neighbors are understood to be the aggregates whose nodes have any direct mutual link in A1).
Thus we see that the resulting coarse matrix will also have a 9-point stencil. Further, given the
structured nature of the example, we can follow the same argument recursively to show that all
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Figure 3.5: Communication Between Basis Functions on the Coarse Level in 2D
coarser levels will have the same size of stencil. This gets practically reflected in very low operator
complexities typically observed when applying smoothed aggregation method to isotropic problems.
Similar behavior is typical also with isotropic problems over unstructured meshes.
Next let us consider the anisotropic case. A portion of the domain is shown in Figure 3.6
after aggregation using ideal aggregates.
Note that such coarsening is less aggressive than in the isotropic case, but results nonetheless
in a more favorable reduction in problem size on the coarse level compared to semi-coarsening done
in cAMG (for instance, for a 3D mesh stretched in the x coordinate direction, but not in y and z,
aggregates of 9 nodes each can be constructed, resulting in a problem size reduction factor of 9,
while for cAMG the corresponding reduction would be roughly by a factor of 4).
Here, smoothing the tentative prolongator using the standard prolongation smoother results
in coarse-level basis functions with supports again dilated to include all nodes neighboring the
aggregate. However, given the “skinny” nature of the aggregates, the smoothed basis functions will
overlap with their counterparts at a greater distance in the weakly connected x-direction. Using
again the Cartesian coordinates of the aggregates, [Ii, Ji] for coarse node i, the allowed nonzero
pattern of column P∗i will now overlap with the allowed nonzero pattern of P∗j if |Ii − Ij | ≤
2 and |Ji − Jj | ≤ 1. In order to determine the nonzero pattern of the coarse operator, we have
to again consider the relationship,
(A2)ij = 〈A1P∗i, P∗j〉.
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Figure 3.6: 2D Anisotropic Ideal Aggregates
Here the result of A1P∗i grows again by a single layer of surrounding nodes (due to 9-point stencil
of A1), and
(A2)ij 6= 0 if |Ii − Ij | ≤ 3 and |Ji − Jj | ≤ 1.
Thus we see that the resulting coarse-level stencil will be consist of 21-points in a regular “box”
pattern (See Figure 3.7 which illustrates the region in which no overlap occurs).
If semi-coarsening were again performed on the second level, the fill-in on level 3 would
be even more severe, because all smoothing operations, as well as the energy-inner product, now
depend on a matrix with larger stencil. Using the same type of stencil arithmetics as done above,
we see that the nonzero patterns of P∗i and P∗j on level 2 intersect if
|Ii − Ij | ≤ 6 and |Ji − Jj | ≤ 1.
However, we still need to apply A2 to form the energy inner products defining entries of the operator
A3:
(A3)ij = 〈A2P 23 ∗i, P 23 ∗j〉.
The multiplication by A2 would now extend the support by 1 layer of nodes in the y-direction, but
by 3 layers in the x-direction, resulting in a 57-point stencil on level 3. Again forcing semi-coarsening
on the next level would result in even greater size of the stencil on yet coarser levels.
The example shows that computational complexity would grow without bounds if naive semi-
coarsening were used within SA framework. Admittedly, the example possibly makes matters look
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Figure 3.7: Aggregates with Basis Functions Sharing no Overlap
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worse than observed in practice, as it ignores several aspects of the algebraic coarsening: First, we
are forcing semi-coarsening on each level based on our a priori knowledge that the example problem
is assumed to be anisotropic, despite what the coupling measures might tell us. Additionally, semi-
coarsening tends to reduce the degree of the numerical anisotropy in the coarse-level operators.
The key to ameliorating this issue is the proper identification of such anisotropic effects and
the adjustment of the multigrid scheme (whether in aggregation, or smoothing, or both). In the
remainder of the thesis, we present methods that strive to correct this deficiency.
3.4 Coarsening Modifications for Anisotropic Problems
As seen in the previous section, the use of standard smoothed aggregation prolongators is
problematic in the context of semi-coarsening. In this section, we consider several approaches to
reducing the coarse-level stencil growth resulting from the use of semi-coarsening.
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature that address the issue. However,
most of these approaches were proposed for treatment of either only scalar problems or coarsening
for problems with a single kernel component. Here we summarize some of the approaches and
propose generalizations that allow the use of multiple kernel components, and are suitable for
treating non-scalar problems.
The first mention in existing literature pertaining to the treatment of the coarse-level stencil
growth appears in [29]. There, the prolongator smoother was constructed based on a filtered version
of the fine-level operator, AF , from which the weakly coupled entries in A have been stripped. The
diagonal of the matrix, AF , is further adjusted so that AF satisfies the zero-rowsum property that
the original operator, A, was assumed to posses. In other words, the approach starts by forming a
single tentative prolongator,
Pˆij =

1√
card(Aj)
if i ∈ Aj
0 otherwise
. (3.16)
This tentative prolongation operator is then smoothed using a modified damped Jacobi smoother
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to produce the final prolongation operator of the form,
P = (I − ωD−1AF )Pˆ . (3.17)
Here, the prolongation smoother is constructed using a filtered matrix, AF , defined in the following
manner.
aFij =

aij if j ∈ Ni()
0 else
 if i 6= j (3.18)
aFii = aii +
n∑
j=1,j 6=i
(aij − aFij). (3.19)
Using this simple modification has been shown to result in significant reduction of the stencil
growth [29]. However, the approach is limited to the case of a problem with a single constant kernel
component, and thus unsuitable for application to systems of PDEs or even in cases where a single
kernel component is appropriate, but not constant. Although it would be, in principle, possible to
generalize the approach to the case of a single kernel component that is not constant by performing
the collapsing of the dropped matrix entries into the diagonal in a weighted manner, with the
weights provided by the corresponding values of the kernel component, such approach could fail
in cases where the collapsing would result in a diagonal element of AF that is not positive. An
application for multiple kernel components is even more difficult, since adjusting the diagonal to
simultaneously provide the kernel-preservation property would not be possible.
Another approach, aimed at rectifying the situation, was considered in [20]. This approach
is based on approximating a solution to a constrained minimization problem in which the sum of
the energies of the coarse-level basis functions is minimized,
n`+1∑
i=1
〈A`(P ``+1)∗,i, (P ``+1)∗,i〉 → min, (3.20)
subject to the constraints:
P ``+1K`+1 = K`,
P ``+1 ∈ N ,
 (3.21)
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where N is a space of operators with a prescribed sparsity pattern, N = {P : N ∗P = P}. Here N
denotes a matrix of the same dimensions as P consisting of 0/1 entries, with nonzero entries only
at the positions of allowed fill-in, and N ∗P denotes element-wise multiplication of matrices N , P .
Given an initial approximation P0 already satisfying the constraints (3.21), in [20], the prob-
lem (3.20), (3.21) is shown to be equivalent to finding an operator P such that P − P0 ∈ Z
and Z(N ∗ (AP )) = 0, where Z(X) denotes the projection of operator, X ∈ N onto the space
Z = {Y ∈ N such that YK`+1 = 0}.
The tentative prolongator may serve as a good choice for P0, and a new approximation
satisfying the constraints may be obtained by the simple projected steepest descent iteration,
Pi+1 ← Pi − ωZ(N ∗ (APi)), ω ∈ (0, 2%(A`)), as done in [20]. The use of the projection, Z,
guarantees that the subsequent approximations to P do not stray from the subspace satisfying the
desired constraints.
The disadvantage of the steepest descent approach dwells in the appropriate selection of the
damping parameter, ω. It should be noted that a more sophisticated approach of using a Krylov
method to solve Z(N ∗ (AP )) = 0 for P was implemented in [27]. However, given that the size
of the unknown array here is given by the number of allowed nonzero entries in the smoothed
prolongator, P ``+1, and that a typical Krylov method requires storage for several arrays of this size,
such approach may be impractical if memory conservation is at the premium.
As such, the explicit energy-minimization approach is more general than that of [29], but
the approach is more costly in terms of both storage and computational work, and its parallel
implementation requires more communication than the simpler modifications we consider here.
3.5 Graph-smoothed Partition of Unity Approach
The first approach we consider is based on generalizing the partition of unity coarsening used
e.g., in [17].
The approach is similar to that in [17], but unlike that reference, where the prolongation
smoother was based explicitly on geometrical locations of the nodes in the mesh, we will construct
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the prolongation smoothing operator based on the coupling matrix, C, introduced in Section 2.4.
Thus, the presented method does not assume any knowledge of problem geometry, and should be
applicable with any suitable choice of the strength of coupling criteria. In the special case of scalar
problems with a single kernel, where the geometry is known and the coupling matrix is constructed
based on the nodal locations, the method presented here reduces to that of [17]. We note that such
approach was previously taken in [12, 24] for scalar problems with a single kernel component, and
the discussion here presents a simple generalization for the cases of non-scalar problems, and for
problems with multiple kernel components, as is the case in problems of linear elasticity.
To simplify the exposition, we will first consider the case of the scalar problem (single degree
of freedom per node) with a single specified kernel component, k, discussed in [12]. We will later
proceed to generalizing the method to the case of multiple degrees of freedom per node, and for
multiple kernel components.
3.5.1 Scalar Case with a Single Kernel Component
In order to limit the growth of the coarse-level basis functions, we will use a “filtered”
prolongation smoother. As in Section 2.4, we will consider a simple polynomial smoother. However,
the smoother will be based not on the matrix defining the problem, but on a matrix which only
includes the strong connections. Similarly to the standard smoothed aggregation construction of the
prolongation, we will apply the prolongation smoother to a tentative prolongator. However, both
of these operators differ from those used in the standard method. Following [12], the prolongation
smoother used here is based only indirectly on the entries in matrix A as follows: given the coupling
matrix, C, we will construct a matrix Ag with the following definition based on the values of the
coupling matrix, C:
(Ag)ij =

−1 if i, j are strongly coupled
0 otherwise
for i 6= j (3.22)
(Ag)ii = −
∑
j 6=i
(Ag)ij (3.23)
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Note that this definition of the values of Ag allows for flexibility in the choice of an appropriate
criterion for decisions with regards to what constitutes a strong coupling between degrees of freedom
i and j. Also note that with the coupling matrix obtained by Algorithm 4 the definition of Ag
in (3.22) amounts to simply setting Ag = −C and then adjusting its diagonal entry to assure zero
row sum. Generally, a good choice of a criterion for constructing the coupling matrix, C, would
be identical to that based on which the aggregates were formed, but other possibilities may be
explored in future work.
It is worthwhile to note that, by construction, Ag will have a zero row-sum property, and a
single kernel component consisting of the constant vector. This is why it is often referred to as a
graph Laplacian. Note also that, in general, the kernel of A does not coincide with that of Ag.
This means that a polynomial smoother of the form
Sg = I − ω diag(Ag)−1Ag (3.24)
will, generally, fail to preserve the kernel component(s) of interest, since Agk 6= 0. Thus, instead of
applying Sg to Pˆ (the true tentative prolongator based on k), we apply it to the auxiliary tentative
prolongator, PˆI , which is based on decomposing a vector with all entries corresponding to aggregate
locations equal to 1. The columns of the resulting smoothed prolongator, PI = SgPˆI , form a smooth
partition of unity. However, PI again fails, in general, to contain the specified kernel component,
k, in its range. As such, PI does not satisfy the weak approximation property (2.48).
In order to ensure that the coarse-grid correction is capable of eliminating k from the fine-level
error, we set the final prolongator to use in the method as
P = D[k]PI , (3.25)
where D[k] denotes a diagonal matrix with the entries of the kernel, k, on its diagonal. It is easy
to see that P1 = k, and will preserve the kernel components on each level of coarsening.
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3.5.2 General Systems Case with Multiple Kernel Components
The above formulation of the partition of unity approach was presented in terms of a scalar
problem with a single kernel component. Here we further generalize it to the case of multiple
degrees of freedom per node as well as multiple kernel components.
Suppose we are given a problem in the form of Equation (1.1) corresponding to a systems
problem, such as, e.g. the problem of linear elasticity [6, 19]. The matrix, A, is then of dimensions
(ndofnnod)× (ndofnnod) where ndof represents the number of degrees of freedom per node and nnod
represents the total number of nodes in the discretization. Furthermore, let us consider multiple
kernel components, K = {k1 k2 . . . knker} where nker is the total number of kernel compo-
nents. It is useful to note here that we store the matrix, A, in terms of its nodal representation,
as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Then the preceding approach for scalar problems can be modified to apply to multiple degrees
of freedom and kernel components in the following manner. Strong and weak connections can be
found by using a measure such as that described in Section 3.2.1. Because Algorithm 4 results in
a scalar coupling matrix, C, the matrix Ag can be constructed exactly as in the scalar case, where
each scalar value here corresponds to a node with multiple degrees of freedom.
(Ag)
n
ij =

−1 if i, j are strongly coupled
0 otherwise
for i 6= j (3.26)
(Ag)
n
ii = −
∑
j 6=i
(Ag)
n
ij . (3.27)
As before, the structure of the tentative prolongator, PˆI , is dictated by the selection of (now
nodal) aggregates. In order to formalize this approach for multiple kernel components, we will
utilize multiple operators PˆI (one per kernel component). These will be denoted by Pˆ
k
I , where
k = 1, . . . , nker, and each will be of dimensions (nnodndof )×(nkernagg) with nagg super-columns, each
consisting of nker columns. These will be defined to contain a vector of ones over each aggregate,
but only one column in each super-column will be allowed to be nonzero. Thus, Pˆ 1I differs from Pˆ
2
I
in that in Pˆ 1I only (scalar) columns 1, 1 + nker, 1 + 2nker, 1 + 3nker, . . . are allowed to have nonzero
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values (all equal one over each aggregate). In Pˆ 2I , only columns 2, 2 + nker, 2 + 2nker, 2 + 3nker . . .
will have nonzero values consisting of values 1 in each aggregate, etc.
In order to apply Sg to the tentative prolongator, an additional step must be taken to account
for multiple degrees of freedom on each node of the system. This amounts to creating a block
structure in the auxiliary graph smoother by a Kronecker product of each element by an identity
matrix of size equal to the number of degrees of freedom per node. The new graph smoother will
then be labeled SG.
SG = Sg ⊗ Indof (3.28)
The graph smoother, SG, can be applied to the auxiliary tentative prolongator(s), Pˆ
k
I . Again,
this will in general not preserve the kernel components, so we must account for this by multiplying
by the kernel components as in the scalar case. We define the final prolongation matrix by summing
over the kernel components,
P ←
nker∑
j=1
diag [kj ] SGPˆ
j
I (3.29)
Here, kj is the jth kernel component. This prolongator is then used directly in the SA cycle.
Note that the presence of multiple operators, {Pˆ kI }nkerk=1 is purely for the sake of formalization
here, and that practical implementation would not need to store even one of these, given that all
entries within are known to be either 0 or 1, and given that its sparsity structure can be gleaned
from the pre-determined aggregates.
We now briefly comment on expected benefits and possible expected drawbacks of the par-
tition of unity approach. The main benefit of this approach is its simplicity. Even in the case of
non-scalar and multi-kernel problems, it is easy to find the smoother based on connection strength
information and apply given kernels to preserve the kernel components.
A notable drawback of the approach is that, unlike in the standard construction of the
tentative prolongation, no local orthogonalization of the kernel components is performed here,
so very careful attention must be paid to monitoring the columns of the resulting prolongation,
which in cases where the kernel components are locally similar over an aggregate, may contain
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linearly dependent columns. Unless carefully handled, this would result in introduction of a spurious
singularity in the coarse-level problem. Finally, the prolongation smoother used here is constructed
in a way that prevents smoothing between separate degrees of freedom, and may be suboptimal for
problems with strong coupling between the unknowns on each node.
Although the simplicity of the partition of unity approach makes it an appealing method to
implement, many other ways of curbing the stencil growth can be constructed. In the next two
sections, we discuss just two approaches based on filtering the operators involved in constructing
the multigrid hierarchy.
3.6 Method Based on Filtering the Final Prolongator
Another possible approach to keeping the coarse-level operator stencil growth under control
is to post-process the smoothed prolongator to restrict it to a desired sparsity pattern, typically
restricted to the nearest strong neighborhood of an aggregate. Here we restrict ourselves to that
case in order to minimize storage, although other possibilities could be considered that would result
in improved convergence properties at the cost of allowing more fill-in in the coarse operators.
Given an aggregate, A`i , and the coupling matrix on that level, C`, for each node of an aggre-
gate, we can determine the desired sparsity pattern of the smoothed prolongation by considering
the “outside” strong connections for each node within A`i . Any nonzero entries in P ``+1, whose as-
sociated nodes are not strongly connected to some node(s) in A`i can be simply stripped away from
P ``+1. This filtering operation can be written, symbolically, as F (P
`
`+1). Performing such filtering
will, in general, result in violation of the desired kernel-preservation property which, in terms of
F (P ``+1), reads as,
F (P ``+1)K`+1 = S`K`. (3.30)
Fortunately, the simple correction introduced in Section 2.4.5 (or the correction proposed
in [20]) can be used to restore this property.
We summarize the approach as an algorithm,
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Algorithm 5: Filtering of the smoothed prolongator P ``+1 ← F (P ``+1)
Input: Smoothed prolongator P ``+1, coupling matrix C`, kernel representation K`,
aggregates {A`j}.
Output: Processed prolongator, F (P ``+1).
For a nodal index, k, define set Ik = {j : [C`]kj 6= 0}.
Step 1: Go over all (super)columns of P ``+1. If (P
`
`+1)ij 6= 0, then drop this entry from P ``+1 unless
node i ∈ A`j or i is strongly coupled to at least one node in A`j (that is, Ii ∩ Ik 6= ∅ for at
least one k ∈ A`j).
Step 2: Apply Algorithm 3 to the result of Step 1 in order to restore kernel preservation in the
sense of (2.68).
We note that this approach is similar to filtering the smoothed prolongation proposed in [17].
Here, however, the restoration of the kernel preservation property differs from that reference in
several aspects, including that we aim to establish (3.30), while in [17] F (P ``+1)K`+1 = K` is
ensured instead. In the case where A1K1 = 0, these objectives coincide, but that is a singular
situation. We find our objective to produce better results; among other benefits, it guarantees that
the ideal P ``+1 (one that does not require value filtering) does not get modified by our process.
3.7 Method Based on Filtering the Prolongator Smoother
One drawback of the smoothed prolongator filtering approach presented in Section 3.6 is that
the construction of the final prolongator to be filtered may be relatively expensive (depending on
allowed sparsity). In the case of aggregation using semi-coarsening, this might result in a non-trivial
memory and CPU overhead.
An efficient implementation would rely on a special matrix-matrix multiplication implemen-
tation that takes the allowed fill-in into account and does not form the resulting entries should they
fall outside the allowed sparsity pattern.
An appealing alternative to the approach discussed in the previous section is to rely on the
definition (2.30) and to filter, instead of the final prolongator, only the prolongation smoother.
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Thus, the construction of the final prolongator can be written symbolically as P ``+1 ← F (S`)Pˆ ``+1.
This is quite similar in spirit to the very first approach to limiting stencil growth, proposed
in [29] and discussed at the beginning of Section 3.4. However, instead of the simple correction of
the diagonal (an approach that is incapable of extension to the case of multiple kernel components),
here we perform prolongation smoother filtering and then restore kernel preservation in the sense
of (3.30) by applying once more the correction (2.69) with Pe = F (S`)Pˆ
`
`+1.
The filtering can thus be performed as follows: Given the coupling matrix, C`, we first form
aggregates, and the induced tentative prolongator. The prolongation smoother is now formed in
a fashion similar to (2.36), but using a filtered matrix instead of the matrix A`. Because of the
dropping of values in A`, we perform a local row-wise l
1-norm adjustment in the definition of the
smoothing operator to guarantee its convergence.
Once again, having constructed the coupling matrix, C`, allows us to express the approach in
a succinct form,
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Algorithm 6: P ``+1 based on filtering of the prolongator smoother,
P ``+1 ← F (S`)Pˆ ``+1
Input: Operator A`, tentative prolongator Pˆ
`
`+1, coupling matrix C`, kernel representation
K`, aggregates {A`j}.
Output: Processed prolongator, F (S`)Pˆ
`
`+1.
Step 1: Construct filtered smoother [Sˆ`]ij as follows:
(a) Form filtered AF` by dropping values in A` corresponding to [C`]ij = 0.
(b) Define a diagonal matrix, D˜ with entries equal to absolute row-sums of the matrix
D−1AF` , where D = diag(A`).
(c) Construct Sˆ` = I − ω(D˜)−1D−1AF with ω ∈ (1, 2).
(d) Denote the resulting filtered prolongation smoother by Sˆ` = F (S`).
Step 2: Form P ``+1 = Sˆ`Pˆ
`
`+1.
Step 3: Apply Algorithm 3 with Pe = P
`
`+1 in order to restore kernel preservation in the sense of
(2.68).
Note that in order for the resulting prolongator to result in the desired sparsity structure,
simply setting the values in F (S`) to zero is insufficient since we want to guarantee that no zero
entries are stored. We need to compress out the zero entries from the resulting matrix, F (S`) to
ensure that the resulting P ``+1 = F (S`)Pˆ
`
`1
does not store zero entries.
As in Section 3.6, the resulting matrix will satisfy the kernel preservation property, (2.68).
However, here the process can be carried out more inexpensively in terms of both storage and
computational work, as the tentative prolongator need only be multiplied by the (potentially much)
sparser smoother, F (S`). The compression of zero entries out of S` can be performed in situ, without
requiring any additional storage.
Note also that the construction of the filtered smoother provides for an automatic adjustment
of the damping. This can be done separately per degree of freedom or, in case of non-scalar
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problems, the operations above can be performed in a nodal manner.
Chapter 4
Numerical Experiments
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the modified coarsening
suggested in previous sections. We will consider several model examples, including problems with
both grid-aligned and non-grid aligned anisotropies, as well as problems featuring both anisotropic
and isotropic behavior within the same model.
Although a well-designed multigrid method should provide an effective solver in its own right,
it is common in practice when dealing with non-trivial problems to accelerate the convergence of
multigrid by “wrapping” the method with a Krylov method. This amounts to using a fixed small
number (typically 1) of multigrid iterations as a preconditioner within the Krylov method. Given
our assumptions of a SPD problem matrix, the natural choice for such acceleration consists in
using one iteration of the multigrid cycle as a preconditioner in the conjugate gradient method
(CG) [18, 1], a choice we adopt here.
Note that Algorithm 1, as written, allows for different number of pre-relaxation and post-
relaxation steps to be performed. In order to ensure that the preconditioner is symmetric, it is
common to use ν1 = ν2, and to perform the pre-smoothing and post-smoothing iteration loops in
reverse order.
In all our tests, the PCG iteration was stopped once√
〈zi, ri〉
〈z0, r0〉 < 10
−6,
where ri, zi denote the residual and preconditioned residual at iteration i, respectively.
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The proposed approaches were implemented within the smoothed aggregation package parSAMIS(AMG)
developed by Marian Brezina. In all the experiments, the multigrid method was run as a precondi-
tioner in the PCG iteration. In the interest of brevity, we focus here on the scheme of Section 3.7,
as that was found to provide the best overall results.
In the tables, we report the following information:
• Dof: The number of degrees of freedom in the system.
• Cycle: The cycle type used in the multigrid scheme (either V or W ).
• Iter: The total number of iterations required to satisfy the stopping condition.
• Cond: The condition number computed at run-time based on the relationship between the
PCG method and the Lanczos iteration, as suggested in [8].
• Complex: The algebraic (operator) complexity of the multigrid hierarchy, defined as the
number of entries in the operators, A`, over all levels divided by the number of entries
stored on the finest level only,
Complex =
∑L
`=1 nnz(A`)
nnz(A1)
.
• q: The last reported convergence factor in the PCG iteration, measured in terms of the
reduction of the quantity
√〈zi, ri〉.
• qeff : The effective convergence factor, defined as
qeff = q
1
σ ,
where σ is the relative cost of performing a single multigrid cycle with respect to the cost
of performing a single finest-level relaxation. In other words, the quantity, σ, reflects the
choice of pre-smoothing and post-smoothing parameters (ν1, ν2), the operator complexity
of the multigrid hierarchy, as well as the cycle type used.
While the usually reported convergence factor, q, ignores the cost of the method, using qeff
allows for a better comparison of various methods by incorporating the methods’ cost.
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• CostpDoA: The “cost per digit of accuracy” measure. This is the amount of work, in
terms of the cost of work necessary to perform only the finest-level relaxation of a V (1, 1)
cycle, required to reduce the residual by a single order of magnitude. Given the effective
convergence rate, the residual can be reduced by an order of magnitude at the cost of k
finest-level relaxations, where k is such that qkeff ≤ 0.1. That is,
k ≥ log 0.1
log qeff
= σ
log 0.1
log q
. (4.1)
CostpDoA is defined as the (possibly fractional) number k satisfying equality in (4.1).
• lev: The number of levels used by the multigrid hierarchy.
4.1 Anisotropic Problem Mixing Mesh Types
We first examine the Poisson problem discretized over a mesh consisting of Q1 elements with
different stretching. This test is intended to show the improvement obtained using the two-pass
test proposed in Section 3.2.1 over the “textbook” smoothed aggregation coarsening. In view of
the discussion in Section 3.2.1, we consider here the problematic case of Q1 finite elements, where a
good choice of coarsening parameter to optimally accommodate both the isotropic and anisotropic
regions is impossible with the standard coupling measures.
Here the computational domain, Ω = [−10, 10] × [1−, 10] is split into four subdomains ac-
cording to a quadrant to which they belong. In the first quadrant, the mesh consists of nx1 × ny1
isotropic Q1 elements, with nx1 = ny1 . In the second quadrant, the mesh consists of nx2 × ny1
Q1 elements with strong anisotropy in the y-direction (nx2  ny1). The third quadrant is again
isotropic, but the elements are of size nx2 × nx2 . Finally, the mesh in fourth quadrant consists of
nx1 × nx2 Q1 elements strongly anisotropic in the x-direction.
In this case, the anisotropy remains aligned with the mesh, but its direction differs throughout
the domain, with quadrants I and III exhibiting isotropic behavior. A detail of the corresponding
configuration is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Detail of Q1 mesh mixing different grid stretching.
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Several tests were conducted with this configuration, varying the problem size. The results
are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for V and W -cycles, respectively. The results show a clear
improvement when using the coarsening based on the coupling detection proposed in Section 3.2.1,
compared to the “textbook” coarsening. This is due to the ability of the proposed coarsening
to properly identify the direction of anisotropy in all subregions of the computational domain.
In contrast, the standard coarsening is capable of identifying the correct direction of anisotropy
only in select subregions, based on the specified choice of the strength of coupling tolerance, θa.
The results for standard coupling with tolerance θa = 0.18 force semi-coarsening across the entire
domain, and show relatively good scalability, but the overall cost per digit of accuracy increases
due to suboptimal choice of aggregates in isotropic subregions, where many singleton aggregates
will be created on the finest level, which leads to increased operator complexity.
For illustration, Figure 4.2 depicts a detail of the computational mesh with the typical se-
lection of aggregates obtained based on the standard coupling measure with θa =
1
8 . We observe
that, as expected, this value of the tolerance parameter leads to suboptimal coarsening in all parts
of the domain.
Figure 4.3 depicts a detail of the computational mesh with the typical selection of aggregates
obtained based on the standard coupling measure with a relaxed value of the tolerance, θa = 0.124.
This leads to the correct coarsening in the isotropic subregions of the computational domain, but
fails to semi-coarsen in the regions where the mesh stretching should dictate it, leading to good
algebraic complexity of the resulting multigrid hierarchy, but poor convergence.
Finally, Figure 4.4 depicts the aggregates obtained by applying the proposed coupling detec-
tion. We observe that here semi-coarsening is performed selectively only where needed, leading to
both good complexity and good convergence factors.
4.2 Rotated Anisotropic Poisson Equation
The previous section illustrates the advantage of using our modified coarsening to properly
semi-coarsen in different subregions of the computational domain. In this section, we consider
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Figure 4.2: Detail of nonuniform mesh of Q1 elements (500x500 in Quadrant 1, 50x50 in Quadrant
3), depicting aggregates obtained by standard coarsening with θa =
1
8 .
Figure 4.3: Detail of nonuniform mesh of Q1 elements (500x500 in Quadrant 1, 50x50 in Quadrant
3), depicting aggregates obtained by standard coarsening with θa = 0.11.
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Figure 4.4: Detail of nonuniform mesh of Q1 elements (500x500 in Quadrant 1, 50x50 in Quad-
rant 3), depicting aggregates obtained by the proposed coarsening based on the two-pass coupling
criterion. θr = 0.48.
Dof Cycle Iter Cond Complex q qeff CostpDoA lev
Standard coarsening with θa =
1
8
3136 V 16 9.019 1.265 0.423 0.714 6.82 3
303601 V 20 15.10 1.297 0.500 0.765 8.61 6
1212201 V 21 18.44 1.263 0.534 0.78 9.27 7
Standard coarsening with θa = 0.124
3136 V 16 9.37 1.134 0.428 0.686 6.10 3
303601 V 21 17.89 1.149 0.524 0.755 8.20 7
1212201 V 21 18.16 1.149 0.528 0.757 8.28 7
Standard coarsening with θa = 0.18
3136 V 6 2.156 3.548 0.09 0.712 6.79 6
303601 V 7 2.256 3.701 0.114 0.746 7.86 9
1212201 V 7 2.930 3.709 0.143 0.769 8.77 11
New coarsening, θr = 0.48, θa = 0.007
3136 V 6 1.716 1.173 0.0759 0.335 2.10 3
303601 V 6 1.761 1.182 0.1050 0.387 2.42 5
1212201 V 6 1.911 1.182 0.0943 0.368 2.31 6
Table 4.1: The 4-quadrant problem (1000 + 100, 500 + 50, 50+5 elements) using V -cycle.
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Dof Cycle Iter Cond Complex q qeff CostpDoA lev
Standard coarsening with θa =
1
8
3136 W 16 8.97 1.265 0.422 0.701 6.49 3
303601 W 19 14.25 1.297 0.496 0.777 9.14 6
1212201 W 20 15.28 1.263 0.508 0.779 9.20 7
Standard coarsening with θa = 0.124
3136 W 16 9.86 1.134 0.440 0.692 6.25 3
303601 W 21 16.92 1.149 0.521 0.761 8.44 7
1212201 W 21 17.01 1.149 0.524 0.761 8.44 7
Standard coarsening with θa = 0.18
3136 W 6 1.932 3.548 0.0708 0.837 12.9 6
303601 W 6 1.936 3.701 0.0648 0.847 13.90 9
1212201 W 5 1.489 3.709 0.0599 0.844 13.60 11
New coarsening, θr = 0.48, θa = 0.007
3136 W 5 1.184 1.173 0.0352 0.232 1.58 3
303601 W 5 1.197 1.182 0.0388 0.265 1.73 5
1212201 W 5 1.328 1.182 0.0590 0.316 2.00 6
Table 4.2: The 4-quadrant problem (1000 + 100, 500 + 50, 50+5 elements) using W -cycle.
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several cases of the Poisson equation (1.2),
−∇ ·D∇u = f,
in two dimensions discretized over a uniform mesh. Here the anisotropy is introduced by changes
to the diffusion tensor, D, allowing for easy the inclusion of anisotropic behavior not aligned with
the computational mesh. For the following examples, Dirichlet boundary conditions are enforced
on all sides of the grid and the diffusion tensor is given by:
D =
 cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

 α 0
0 β

 cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)
 ,
with β = 1 and α = 104. The value θ in the diffusion tensor corresponds to a rotation in the
direction of anisotropy of the problem (clockwise for positive angles and counterclockwise rotation
for negative angles). A variety of values are reported, each providing information regarding the
effectiveness of the solution method in terms of timings as well as estimates of the work required
to find the solution.
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 provide results for W -cycles applied to problem discretized by Q1
(bilinear) and P1 (linear) elements, respectively, for varying values of the rotation angle, θ.
We see that, on average, more consistent and near-scalable results were obtained with the
Q1 finite element discretization.
With the P1 discretization, relatively poor convergence can be expected when the direction
of the anisotropy is exactly perpendicular to the diagonal of the rectangular element that defines
the hypotenuse of the triangular element. This is because in this case, the nodes to East and
North of a given node are coupled with that node with exactly the same strength, preventing
semi-coarsening. This, in turn, results in “fatter” aggregates, for which the single basis function
appears insufficient to define an adequate coarse space. A possible remedy would be an application
of adaptive smoothed aggregation (αSA, [10]) to augment the set of coarse-level basis functions.
We note that with the P1 discretization, good convergence can be observed as long as the
hypotenuses of the elements follow roughly the direction of strong anisotropy. In this sense, one
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Dof Cycle Iter Cond Complex q qeff CostpDoA lev
θ = 0
16384 W 5 1.327 1.485 0.0568 0.449 2.87 6
65536 W 5 1.209 1.499 0.0448 0.445 2.84 7
262144 W 5 1.295 1.505 0.0555 0.494 3.26 9
1048576 W 5 1.209 1.503 0.0449 0.469 3.04 10
θ = pi4
16384 W 6 1.849 1.789 0.0871 0.581 4.24 6
65536 W 6 2.016 1.808 0.112 0.631 4.99 7
262144 W 7 2.264 1.821 0.118 0.645 5.26 8
1048576 W 7 2.559 1.825 0.129 0.661 5.57 9
θ = −pi4
16384 W 6 1.820 1.783 0.0873 0.579 4.21 6
65536 W 6 1.937 1.809 0.108 0.627 4.93 7
262144 W 7 2.317 1.819 0.121 0.647 5.29 8
1048576 W 7 2.500 1.825 0.128 0.659 5.53 9
θ = pi8
16384 W 8 2.284 1.568 0.16 0.636 5.09 6
65536 W 8 2.306 1.606 0.162 0.681 6.00 8
262144 W 8 2.291 1.604 0.163 0.688 6.16 10
1048576 W 8 2.298 1.608 0.163 0.683 6.03 10
θ = −pi8
16384 W 8 2.304 1.573 0.16 0.64 5.16 6
65536 W 8 2.304 1.600 0.162 0.669 5.74 8
262144 W 8 2.294 1.602 0.163 0.674 5.83 9
1048576 W 8 2.292 1.605 0.163 0.672 5.79 9
θ = 3pi16
16384 W 8 2.534 1.778 0.159 0.66 5.55 6
65536 W 8 2.888 1.796 0.185 0.692 6.25 7
262144 W 9 3.268 1.810 0.195 0.703 6.55 7
1048576 W 9 3.762 1.816 0.226 0.731 7.35 8
θ = −3pi16
16384 W 8 2.589 1.772 0.16 0.659 5.52 6
65536 W 8 2.991 1.800 0.188 0.697 6.38 7
262144 W 9 3.318 1.808 0.197 0.704 6.57 7
1048576 W 9 3.694 1.816 0.222 0.727 7.22 8
Table 4.3: Poisson problem with 104 : 1 anisotropy rotated by an angle θ, discretized by Q1 finite
elements. The thresholds used in coarsening were θr = 0.48, θa = 0.007.
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Dof Cycle Iter Cond Complex q qeff CostpDoA lev
θ = 0
16384 W 4 1.207 1.623 0.034 0.432 2.74 6
65536 W 4 1.095 1.640 0.0213 0.413 2.61 7
262144 W 4 1.213 1.644 0.0304 0.45 2.89 8
1048576 W 4 1.084 1.647 0.0206 0.426 2.7 10
θ = pi4
16384 W 16 11.61 1.353 0.422 0.743 7.74 5
65536 W 18 18.60 1.362 0.488 0.787 9.62 6
262144 W 21 32.25 1.371 0.559 0.827 12.1 7
1048576 W 24 46.45 1.370 0.609 0.85 14.1 7
θ = −pi4
16384 W 5 1.190 1.631 0.0348 0.438 2.79 6
65536 W 5 1.192 1.652 0.0344 0.474 3.08 8
262144 W 4 1.189 1.649 0.0307 0.457 2.94 8
1048576 W 4 1.189 1.646 0.0296 0.455 2.92 9
θ = pi8
16384 W 7 1.850 1.597 0.112 0.555 3.91 5
65536 W 7 2.104 1.622 0.124 0.596 4.45 7
262144 W 7 2.420 1.624 0.152 0.63 4.98 8
1048576 W 8 3.663 1.628 0.187 0.663 5.61 8
θ = −pi8
16384 W 8 2.449 1.735 0.176 0.691 6.23 6
65536 W 8 2.444 1.769 0.179 0.719 6.99 8
262144 W 8 2.434 1.773 0.18 0.723 7.11 9
1048576 W 8 2.431 1.778 0.18 0.726 7.19 10
θ = 3pi16
16384 W 7 1.941 1.581 0.129 0.565 4.03 5
65536 W 8 2.730 1.597 0.156 0.608 4.62 6
262144 W 9 3.914 1.601 0.198 0.651 5.36 7
1048576 W 10 6.515 1.605 0.255 0.697 6.37 7
θ = −3pi16
16384 W 7 1.736 1.723 0.109 0.623 4.86 6
65536 W 7 1.771 1.737 0.112 0.650 5.35 8
262144 W 7 1.780 1.745 0.115 0.661 5.55 9
1048576 W 7 1.804 1.747 0.120 0.663 5.59 9
Table 4.4: Poisson problem with 104 : 1 anisotropy rotated by an angle θ, discretized by P1 finite
elements. The thresholds used in coarsening were θr = 0.48, θa = 0.007.
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could argue that the triangulation under consideration is a poor choice for the given PDE problem.
Optimal convergence could easily be restored for this choice of θ simply by triangulating with
triangles obtained by splitting rectangular elements along the other diagonal. However, in practical
applications, the mesh may be fixed, and we consider handling this case a legitimate concern.
4.3 Problem with Varying Anisotropy Direction
In this section we consider an anisotropic Poisson problem stemming from a discretization over
an unstructured mesh. Here the anisotropy is introduced by “squeezing” the original unstructured
mesh depicted in Figure 4.5 by a factor of 100 in the x-direction. For illustration, the same mesh,
but “squeezed” by only a factor of 2 is shown in Figure 4.6 (the actual computational mesh is too
thin to be reasonably depicted).
This problem is more challenging for the multigrid coarsening process than those considered
in the previous section because the anisotropy is not only not aligned with the computational grid,
but its direction varies across the domain in a semi-random fashion.
The results for this problem are summarized in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. Here we compare the
standard method with the method containing our modifications (coarsening based on the two-pass
coupling and filtering of the prolongator smoother). We observe that neither approach achieved
scalable results, but the modified coarsening exhibits lower cost per digit of accuracy. Further, the
growth of the cost per digit of accuracy is much milder for the modified coarsening.
We attribute the lack of scalability in this problem to the presence of configurations of
elements similar to that depicted in Figure 4.7. For such meshes, the quality of coarsening will be
sensitive to the order in which the nodes are traversed during the aggregation process. Here both
the standard and modified coarsening approaches exhibit weakness. For the standard approach, the
“center” nodes will be treated as singleton aggregates by the last stage of the aggregation process.
For our two-pass algorithm, the center nodes will similarly be considered weakly connected based
on the first pass of the coupling detection. We note that a better approach was recently proposed by
Brezina, in which the relative test of coupling takes into account not only the connnection values of
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Figure 4.5: Initial mesh. Mesh data courtesy of Jacob Schroder.
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Figure 4.6: Mesh “squeezed” by a factor of 2 (the actual computational mesh is squeezed by a
factor of 100). Mesh data courtesy of Jacob Schroder.
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a given node, N to its neighbors, but also the values of the strongest connections of those neighbors
to the second neighborhood of node N . That approach, however, is still the subject of current
research.
Dof Cycle Iter Cond Complex q qeff CostpDoA lev
Standard coarsening with θa = 0.2
13373 V 19 16.66 2.348 0.497 0.862 15.5 6
53701 V 19 26.02 2.520 0.519 0.878 17.7 7
217143 V 29 54.67 3.373 0.649 0.938 35.9 9
Modified coarsening with θr = 0.51, θa = 0.007
13373 V 19 16.98 1.420 0.494 0.78 9.28 4
53701 V 21 34.25 1.412 0.549 0.808 10.8 4
217143 V 31 67.82 1.421 0.687 0.876 17.4 5
Table 4.5: Poisson equation posed over the unstructured mesh obtained by linearly squeezing the
mesh of Figure 4.5 in the x-direction by a factor of 100. Solved using V -cycles as a preconditioner
to the Conjugate Gradient method.
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Figure 4.7: Troublesome configuration prevalent in the “squeezed” circle problem.
Dof Cycle Iter Cond Complex q qeff CostpDoA lev
Standard coarsening with θa = 0.2
13373 W 18 14.70 2.348 0.481 0.922 28.2 6
53701 W 19 23.62 2.520 0.505 0.955 50.1 7
217143 W 27 47.30 3.373 0.634 0.990 229 9
Modified coarsening with θr = 0.51, θa = 0.007
13373 W 17 12.94 1.420 0.461 0.767 8.68 4
53701 W 19 25.77 1.412 0.508 0.792 9.88 4
217143 W 28 48.66 1.421 0.643 0.861 15.4 5
Table 4.6: Poisson equation posed over the unstructured mesh obtained by linearly squeezing the
mesh of Figure 4.5 in the x-direction by a factor of 100. Solved using W -cycles as a preconditioner
to the Conjugate Gradient method.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
We have suggested several modifications of the standard smoothed aggregation coarsening
with the aim of improving the robustness and cost of the resulting method.
The numerical experiments indicate that for structured meshes, the proposed modifications
may yield a near-scalable method in terms of cost per digit of accuracy when a single multigrid
W -cycle is employed as preconditioner in the conjugate gradient method, even in cases where the
direction of anisotropy is not aligned with the mesh.
The suggested two-pass coupling detection improves proper aggregate selection in cases where
subregions of the computational domain exist that benefit from fully isotropic coarsening.
For the fully unstructured meshes, the resulting scheme still lacks scalability, but the modi-
fications contribute to a more gentle increase of the work per digit of accuracy with the modified
coarsening than for the “textbook” coarsening. The source of difficulty in this case was identified
and will be the subject of further research.
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